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INTRODUCTION 
The theatre for me is the most direct and effective 
means of expressing an idea and communicating it to people. 
Some artists express themsel~s through line and color or 
through sounds and words. But I believe that there is no-
thing more vital, fresh, and, therefore, meaningfUl than ex-
pressing an idea through living vehicles of communication, 
that is, through the living m,man being. This is the reason 
I have committea myself to the theatre. 
With an opportunity to direct a fUll length play, the 
most essential factor for me vas to select a play through 
which I could express my feelings about people, life and the 
world, and to communicate this underatanding to people in a 
most effective form. 
Living in the twentieth century, I have been quite aware 
of one particular quality of it: the shattering power of 
over-organization, which controls all of human existence to 
the extrememof deformity. As the result of a tremendous 
discipline of mind in the course of a long history, we have 
brought about a highly specialized development in the forms 
of our existence. We have derived great benefits from this; 
mankind can be justifiably proud of his accomplishment. 
Furthermore, we cannot even begin to think of going back a 
few centuries and living as people did then. Yet when I per-
ceive the things around us, I fear we have been trapped some-
where along the way. We seem to have lost the things which 
are most essential to human life, in the very process of seek-
ing to improve life. For, as I see the world, the role of the 
protagonist has been transferred from man as an indiVidual to 
a society, a social organ. It is nov society which has con-
trol and molds mankind to ita wa;r, and we are obliged to 
follow in whichever direction this monster happens to be go-
ing. our status has been relegated to that of mere components 
in an immense social organ, rather than of protagonist. 
This perverted relation between man and society is the 
very thing I call deformity. For in this relation the essen-
tial values of man - his freedom, his fertility, his spontaneity, 
the genuine quality of his heart and soul - are forced into 
small, sterile, stereotyped boxes to make him function proper-
ly as a part of the social machine. This dehumanizes human 
nature. The tension between the nature of man and the inhu-
man outer force of modern society ineVitably drives man's 
center out of the inner self, for to live there- in one•sincer 
.S!0-14\ · - results, because of his sensitivity, in pain and 
frustration which ma;r eventually lead to neurosis. Thus man' a 
center is placed outside of himself. AJld this misplacement 
q 
of focua ia a dangeraua atop toward losiag a center in self, 
therefore, in life. Xan1 a opontanooua aensitivity, which bo-
Cftes lxternalized when his ceat•r is placed wtaide himaolf, 
gradually becemea dulled b7 the imaniJDa.te, metallic hardnoaa 
of the o:Dornal world. For siJlce the liviag delica07 of izmer 
sensiti'Vity and the inanimate harueaa of the outer world oanrmot 
e:rlat together, m&Jl1's sensitivity is washed awq aJld finally 
there e:rlsts a shell of a man unable to respolld with genuine 
feeliag to the world about hi•• Kollerm man ties his cantor 
merely to the f01'11s of life, the materials, rather than to the<. 
substance. As man's life beooaes iJloreasingly determined b7 the 
outward fo1'11s of o:rlstonoo, he loaJ. the freedom to carve out: 
for himself a lifo of hia ... choosing. 
So aRch for a brief analysis of modern man and the world. 
Tho modern theatre reflect a Jlaturally the :thll~~s~' of 
modern life. It is filled with nourotics, failure a, detnmard zell 
figurea, people with tremolldoua prob~ema crushed by orlarnal 
force-trivial people. Williaas, Albee, Pintar, Beckett, and 
Ionasco-t~ draw charmiagly disturbed, hopelessly oriented 
people. Ky poraonal 'View of the .. plqs and characters is rather 
unfaveurablo, although I ~praoiate their value and artistr,r. 
I would like to see not what vo aro and what ve will owntually 
become, but what we Call bo. Rope rather than fear. 
10 
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When I first discovered Loroa's spirit, shiniBg out of 
the prov.l.noial Spanish world, I was fascinated by his v.l.tal 
soul struggling for life and freed.om. It was not too long 
before I decided to choose one ef his plays. 
It was an exciting priVilege as an artist to be able 
to explore and wander in the world of Lorca - his heart, 
his mind and his art. 
Since World War I there has been no 
more beautiful mind in the theatre than 
Loroa•a. It was a lllind at the same 
time passionate, complex, and natural 
and, as the theatre .uat be, contagious 
and friendl;r. 
stark Young 
I I 
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IDRCA AS A PERSON 
For Federico the moat important thing was 
life, with all ita drama and confusion. 
Art was a consequence of his life. 
He addressed himself to simple persons, 
or to what there can be of simplicity in 
persons who are not simple. 
Laughter and tears are the two poles of 
his theatre, the fundamental attitude of 
an author who likes to live; that is to 
sq, to suffer and enjo;y life' a course as 
an inevitable universal drama. 
He was dedicated to hia calling; not to 
his literary calling, bllt to his calling 
of living. 
Francisco G. Lorca 
Somewhere in a letter to George Guillen {a great con-
temporary Spanish poet), Lorca once wrote that his poetry 
was made out of love, force, and renunciation. This state-
ment gives us a clear vision not only of his poetry, bllt 
also of his person. For Lorca, te live was to love, and to 
love was to fight, and in fighting with inevitable forces for 
leva, one is led to renunciation - to death. This seems to 
have been a core of Lorca's being. One of his poems expresses 
this very essence of life: in this ahort, simple poem his 
whole person is vividly revealed. 
song of' Desperate Love 
The night does not rish to come 
so that you cannot come 
and I cannot go. 
13 
But I will go, though a scorpion eun should 
sat rq temple. 
But ;you will come with ;your tongue burned 
by the salt rain. 
The day does not wish to come 
so that ;you cannot come 
and I cannot go. 
But I will go ;yielding to the toads 
~ chewed carnation. 
But ;you will come through the muddy 
sewers of darlmess. 
Neither night nor day wishes to coma 
so that I may die for ;you 
and you die for me. 
Here, from his plq Mariana Pine4a, is a poem sung by the 
here~ine at the and of the playa 
I am freedom because love wanted it so, 
Pedrol the freedom for which you left me. 
I am freedom stricken by men 
Love, love, love and eternal solitude. 
Lorca, who adores Mariana as the greatest emotional erper-
ience of his childhood, described her during an interview on 
the occasion of the play's first performance in Buenos Aires, 
December 29, 1933. 
I came to the conclusion that Mariana 
Pine4a was a woman, a marvel of a woman; 
and the reason for aer existence, the chief 
motive of her life, was love and freedom. 
Mariana lifted two weapons, love and free-
dom, in her hands - nat to conquer but to 
die on the gallows. They were two fists 
beating oonstantl;y on her own heart. • • 
Nailed to these two crosses of sorrow and 
happiness - the two immortal illusions 
14-
created by the gods to g1 ve man 1 s life some 
hopeful meaning - Mariana Pineda appeared 
before me like some fabulous and most beau-
tiful being, her J111Sterioua eyes foUowing 
with ineffable tenderness all the movements 
of the city. Materializing this ideal figure, 
I imagined the Al.ll.ambra to be a moon adorn-
ing Dzy' heroine's breast; her sld.rt the IIIU'-
rounding lowland embroid.ered in a thousand 
tones of green; the white petticoat the snow 
of the mountain etched against the blue sk;y; 
and the scalleped hem the golden flame of a 
copper-colored lamp. 
I weuld not hesitate to S&J' that Lorca, who adores Mariana 
as a moat fabulous and most beautiful being, identified him-
self w1 th her. These "two immortal illusions" must have been 
"two fiats beating constilntly" on his own heart. 
One of the essential qualities of his being, though 
already mentioned, should perhaps receive greater emphasie: 
his keen awareness of the constant eneDzy', death. Life, for 
Lorca, was always next door to death. Life, or lov., there-
fore, must be affirmed in the teeth of death. And this 
awareness deepens and intensifies the moments of living. 
A statement by Madariaga about the Spanish people pro-
vides a background for understpding Lorca' s particular view 
of life and death • 
• • • Whether consciously or not, the Span-
iard lives against a background of eternity. 
Hence it is that the two poles of his psycho-
log should be the indhid.ual and the universe; 
the subject and the whole; and that life for him 
should consist in the absorbing of the uni-
verse by the individilal, the assimilation 
of the whole by the subject ••• 
Spain, P• 25. 
IS" 
Life is not mere~ prepar!tion for eternal life, but rather 
life itself has vi tal significant values. Man is not a being 
subordinate to the whole universe, but> a being standing equal, 
and in oppositi•n, to it. This strong sense of opposition 
and the perception of the values of man and his life must 
have been a driving force for Lorca to live, to affirm his 
life, 
This assertion of the meaning of life against death 
leads us to another distinct characteristic of Lorca: his 
human pride. His vision of human pride is expressed especial~ 
in his mature dramatic works through the action of the heroes 
and heroines. Certain of his poems also reflect his view of 
human pride. 
Ignacio goes up tiers 
with all his death on his shoulders. 
He sought for the daw 
but the dawn vas no mere. 
He seeks for his confidant profile 
and the dream bewilders him. 
He sought for his beautiful body 
and encountered his opened blood. 
• • • I don't want them ts cover his face with handkerchiefs 
that he mq get usee to the death he carries. 
Go, Ignacio; feel not the hot bellowing. 
Sleep, flT, rest; even the sea dies1 
from "Lament for Ignacio Sanchez Mejias" 
I sensed that they had murdered me. 
They swept through cates, graveyards, churches, 
they opened the vine casks and the closets, 
they ravaged three skeletons to yank the gold 
teeth out. 
But they never fOUJad me. 
They never fouaa me? 
No. They never found me. 
from "Poet in New York" 
I? 
LORCA AS A PLA.YIIBIGID' 
1. Lorca's Inheritance from the Traditional apanish Puppet 
Theatre 
In apain, as in other Medite=anean countries, puppet 
theatre has been a popular form of drama. It has been per-
formed at fairs, festivals, and in its own well-established 
theatre. Lorca, as his brother s.rs, had been interested 
in and closely invol"Rd in the puppet theatre from his child-
hood. His favorite toy was a miniature theatre, and he made 
figurines and invented pl.rs for them. Later, when Lorca 
became recognized as a poet and more interested in the 
actual theatre, puppetry afforded him an inexpensive mode of 
production. Lorca's friendship with some of the leading 
puppeteers (such as Manuel de Falla who wrote operas for the 
puppet theatre) simply intensified his fascination with the 
wooden actors. It was in these puppet pl.rs that Lorca for 
the first time discovered how drama transmutes the words 
into an element of p~sical action. 
There were two types of puppet theatre during the period 
of Lorca. One was the violent Punch and Judy-like drama in 
which plot, theme, even logic are aacrificed to burlesque, 
and the other is the more complex, romantic musical, and 
somewhat narrative genre. They afforded Lorca free rein to 
implement his imagination. Most of Lorca•s early plays, 
I\" 
such as The §pell of Butterf1f, have the characteristic of 
the puppet form; lyrical, narrative, and expository speeches 
link the episodic fra.~~evork of the scenes. These plqs are 
iaaginative and simple and colorful. Yet these were not 
necessari]¥ an ideal preparation for the stags and for human 
actors, who, by their very presence, could make their atti-
tudes and deeds explicit, without need of detailed exposition. 
Although Leroa learned basic things about drama from the pup-
pet theatre, he had a disadvantage in approaching drama from 
the puppeteer's point of view. 
This disadvantage vas gradually eliminated from his 
work when he began his dramatic experiments in surrealism. 
For in these works Lorca was forced to depend less upon words 
for his dramatic effect, according to the surrealist mode 
itself, and more upon the ph;rsical symbol of the character 
in action. (If Five Years Pass, The Public) 
(It is interesting to note how that the over-theatrical 
colorful puppet theatre elements and non-theatrical surrealism 
brought about the very quality of theatrical mastery in his 
later works. Alae, it is very interesting that the Japanese 
Kabuki theatre, which has much the sue theatrical charac-
teristics as Loroa•s, was influenced a great deal b7 the 
puppet theatre in the early days of its development.) 
l'l 
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2. Lorca's Inheritance from the Traditional spanish Theatre 
Among his contemporary writers, Lorca was distinctive in 
the sense that he worked more originally and in closer asso-
ciation with the rich traditional theatre. 
Lorca lived in spain during a period of turmoil and revo-
lution in terms of creative art. It was a time when Spain 
was beginning to feel the creative and revolutionary energies 
that had been released in the rest of Europe after the First 
World war. Then spain was still primarily an a&rarian nation, 
and had not suffered from the embattled experiences of Europe, 
but nonetheless, the repudiation ef decadent medievalism was 
being emphasized through what was happening in Europe. This 
atmosphere and theJJe activities animated the young generation. 
The spanish version of cubism and other avant garde schools 
of art sprang up, and those who became wholehearted disciples 
of these new trends were influenced to emigrate to Paris to 
find more nourishment. 
But it was indicative of his good sense and of his in-
tuitive understanding of what is basic "l(o the spanish theatre 
that Lorca did not join his friends in simulating the Euro-
pean postwar literary jitters. He refused to take these new 
trends as panaceas, although he was constantly assimilating 
a valuable store of insight from books, ideologies and 
practices; but rather he shewed much more interest and spent 
much mere energy in investigating the forms and essential 
qualities of the Spanish traditional theatre. His attitude 
toward the clasaio Spanish theatre was intensified through 
his trip to New York. The Lon of Don PerlimPlin and !.!!:!. 
Shoemaker's Wife, whioh were written after his trip, were 
both cast in traditional Spanish dramatic modes. (This period 
followed his puppet and surrealism periods.) 
Traditionally, the Spanish drama is a direct outgrowth of 
the popular language and themes of traditional balladl7. 
It found its characteristics from as early as the mid-fifteenth 
I 
century, when a little Christmas piece, Representacion de 
Nuestro sen1'r, tied up ita draaatic consequences with a 
popular ballad sung at the end by a chorus of nuns. A little 
latsr, Juan del Encina developed the possibilities of com-
bining songs and recitation 1n his pastoral and religious 
plays - a device which gradually became respectable through 
the efforts of other early plqwrights, until it finall;r 
blossomed into Calderon's musio drama. Gil Vicente's tumul-
tuous farces and religious allegories are full of characters 
whose feet are aching te dance, whose voices at eveey turn 
are breaking into inspired songs. Lope de Rueda's peasant 
characters admirably expressed the popular idiom of the day. 
And finally, by the time Juan de la Cueva evolved the farce 
between-acts, a strong national sentiment had invaded the 
il 
theatre: the legendary heroes of Spain walked across the 
stage and the whole rich treasury of ballad literature was 
opened to exploitation. Thus befere the Golden Age all the 
materials and techniques of Spanish national drama were al-
ready implicit in its structure. It was only left for Lope 
de Vega to perfect the form of the ballad on the stage, and 
for Calderon de la :Barca to gin t.o the drama that spirit 
of speculation and faith which was the heart of the Spanish 
religious obsession throughout the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance. 
:Both Lope and Calderon spoke to a people whose livea 
were controlled by Catholioism and infused with a sense of 
pride. Lope's plays reflK.ted his age's secular preoccupations: 
the spirit of intrigue, heroic action, and all the frivolities 
of the grand speotacls blended with popular slapstick. Cal-
deron clothed the world in the Spanish black cape of honor, 
religious fatality, and the vivid promise of releass from 
this weary earth into heaven. The people loved Calderon 
passionately and trembled before the austere lyricism of his 
plays. :But in Lope they rejoiced, for his was mostly the 
anarchic spirit. 
Through the investigation of the forma and the tempera-
ment in the traditional theatre, Loroa discovered a solid 
base for his poetic drama precisely in these two greatest 
classical writers. Like Lope, Lerca is essentially a lyric 
poet. His dramatic instinct grew out of a sense of communica-
tion he felt himself able to establish with the people. Also, 
he was possessed with the need to create spectacle, a visual 
and~JDUsioal supplement to the art of the spoken word. It 
was in Lope that Leroa found a form for his drama. On the 
other hand, Lorca seems to have been influenced by Calderon 
in ideological terms, for his works have a close moral affinity 
with Calderon's drama. Like Calderon, he seems to reduce 
life to a symbolic formula! he holds that traditional Spanish 
respect for honor, and sees on life's flashing mosaic face 
the essential mask of death. 
Thus, the characteristics fouad in Lorca'a most mature 
works are the off-spring of the integrated essenc~ ·in the 
works of two great classical writers. 
THE PLAY 
Blood Wedding is a poetic expression of Lorca's maturing 
view of life. It is a strange combination of the universal 
and the provincial perspective. The plq was written in 
1933, and was baaed on a newspaper account of an incident 
almost identical with the plot. 
Blood Wedding is about Spanish peasant lovers who had to 
live b.1 strict social conventions, sacrificing their natural 
passion. Driven, however, to pursue their inevitable passion, 
the;r cause a severe conflict and. tlms lead theiiBelves to ulti-
mate disaster. The conflict in the pla;r is between social 
conventions (aooial law) alld the lo'ftrs1 paaaion (natural 
law). 
1. Theme alld Kealling 
In human life, aocial law and natural 
law conflict. But in order to fulfill 
our livea, we 1111st affirm our passion, 
even in the teeth of death. For "bet-
ter dead with the blood drained awa;r 
than alive with it rotting". 
The theme of the pla;r is expressed through the action of 
two lo'ftrs, the action reflecting Lorca's poetic pattern of 
love, force and renunciation. Lorca's hero is Leonardo, who 
is dri van to assert the meaning of life and to affirm love. 
Once having forced himself to follow the social law and sac-
rifice his natural passio:a, he inentably comes to realize 
that he has •ak:en a wrong path, and he is now driven to pur-
11118 what seems to him the eassntial thing: to affirm his 
passion. He comes to his lover's house just before her wed-
ding and speaks to her: 
Ever since I got married I've been think-
ing night and daT about whose fault it 
was, and e'V827 time I think about it, out 
comes a new fault to eat up the old one; 
but alwgs there's a fault left, 
To burn with desire and keep quiet about 
it is the g1'eatest punishment we can 
bring on ourselves • • • It only served 
to brimg the fire iowa on mel You think 
that time heals ani walls hide things, 
but it ian' t true& When things get that 
deop inside ;you there isn't anybody can 
change them& 
Aot II, Soens 1. (underlining mine) 
Leonardo now has not only a per11'8ption ef life, but also the 
strength and passion to pursue it. He is the only figure in 
the plQ who fights to live. He takes the :Bride awa:r from 
her wedding celebration fiesta and runs with hor into the 
forest. There for the first time in the pla:r he reveals his 
determination to affi1'11l his passion. 
The birds of early merning 
are calling among the trees; 
The night is dying 
on the stone ridge; 
Let's go to a hidden corner 
where I may love ;you forever. 
Leonardo struggles to reach a place of freedom to affirm his 
life, his love. But destiny is JJIUCh too overpowering, and 
at the end of the scene he is forced to encounter death. Leo-
nardo 1 s strong willpower to take action, his fight with obsta-
olea, and his final triumph of huaan pride in death are well 
expressed in the poem which appeared earlier, but which I 
veuld like to repeat here, "SOng of Desperate Love". 
The night does not wiah to come 
so that you cannot come 
and I cannot go. 
But I will go, though a scorpion sun should 
eat my temple. 
But you will come with your tongue burned 
by the salt rain. 
The day does not wish te come 
so that you cannot come 
and I cannot go. 
But I will go yielding to the toads. 
my chewed oarnatiOil• 
But yeu will come through the muddy 
sewers of darkness. 
Neither night nor day wishes to come 
so that I 11&7 die for you 
and you die for me. 
Interestingly anough, Leonardo is the only character in the 
play who is given a name by the author. Loroa's intention 
is clear. 
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Ideas Bearing on the Theme 
A· Opposition of Life and Death 
The idea of the opposition of life and death permeates 
the whole plq. It is most expressed in the oha.racter of the 
Mother. (In Lorca's plays, characters are sometimes symbolic, 
i.e., personifications of a oertain idea or quality, rather 
than three-dimensional beings. This is especially true in 
:S lood Wedding. ) 
• • • First your father; to me he smelled 
like a carnation and I had him fer barely 
three ;rears. Then your brether. Oh, is it 
right - how oan it be - that a small thing 
like a knife or pietdl can finiah off a 
man - a bull of a man? • • • 
Mother - Act I, scene 1. 
At the very beginning of the first scene, even before 
an;rthing happens, the idea ef the eppression ef death is 
introduced through the Mother. She is constantly aware of the 
oppression of death, expecting bloodehed every minute. She 
speaks before the wedding celebratienz 
What blood would ;reu expect him to have? 
His whole famil;r' s bleod. It comes down 
from his great grandfather, who started 
in killing, and it geea on down through the 
whole evil breed of knife-wielding and 
false smiling men • • • On the forehead 
of all of them I aee onl;r the hand with 
which they killed what was mine • • • 
That's why it's ao terrible to see one's 
own bleod spilled eut on the ground. A 
fountain that spurts for a minute, but costs 
us ;rears. When I got to m;r son, he lay 
V~.l 
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fallen in the llli.Ule of the street. I wet 
my hands with his blood. and licked them 
with my tongue - because it was rq blood •• 
Mother - Act II, scene 2. 
The Mother's consciou81less of d.eath constant]¥ opposed to life 
brings into the pla;r the illtenso ,-..lues of the living moments. 
Lerca intense]¥ affirmed lifo beoause he aaw it alwa;rs stand-
ing over against ita aeJQ" doatll.. Through the Mother he 
heightens the moaning and ,-..luo of the living moments of the 
two lovers. His composition ia clear. 
After tho killing of the tn men, the pla;r ends with a 
poet:l.call;r heightened uprosllion of this ver;r ideal 
AJld th:l.s is a knife, 
a t:l.rq knife 
that barel;r f'i ts tlle hand.J 
fish without scales, without river, 
so that on their appointed da;r, between 
twa and three, 
two aon are left .tiff, 
with their lips t\U'.Iling yellow. 
AJ1d it bare]¥ fits the hand 
but it slides in olean 
through the astcmi8hed flesh 
ancl. stops there, at the pla.ce 
where trembles -ahsd. 
the d.ark root ef a scream. 
Act III, Scone 2. 
I 
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B. Fataliatic Viev ef Llfe 
Because of their st:rag aense of deati.ny, the charac-
ters in Bleed We!lding are able te accept with a certain reds-
nation the kind of life the7 ha.'ft to lead. Thia idea is ex-
preaaed in the plB7 on tvo different levels. 
Servant: In this count%7 it does not even cool off 
at dawn. 
Bride: Jf;y mot118r came from a. place vi th lots of 
trees from a fertile count%7. 
Servant: AJld aha vaa H alivel 
Bride: :But aha ~ad. a¥87 here. 
servant: Fate. 
Bride: As we're all vesting aVS7 here • • • 
Act II, scene 1. 
Leonardo: ••• Alld the silver pins of ;your wedding 
turned ~ red blood black. 
AJld in me eur dreaa vas choking. 
~ flesh with ita poisoned weeds. 
Oh, it illll1 t ,. fault -
the fault b the earth's. 
A.et In, scene 1. 
Mother: ••• with a knife; 
with a little knife, 
on their ypeillted dq, tva aea killed 
each other fer love. 
Act III, scene 2. 
(Under lining lline) 
Interestingl;r enougl!., Lerca aeta the aetion of the pl&7 around 
the lives of WOllen vhoae place in the aooiet;r is static aud 
deterllined even befere their birth. The onl;y reason for their 
existence in the Spanish seoiat;y is their role aa wife aud 
mother. Therefore the horizon of their li'ftB is uauall;r 
limited - as the Mother aft en ss;ra - to the walla of the 
house. Leroa emphasizes the idea of fate through. the 11 Tes of 
these women. 
The fatalistic view of life is expressed differentlT in 
the Forest Scene. Meon and Death, characterized b.y Lorca as 
supernatural forces, manipulate lm•en l1'11es. It is the;r who 
prepare and lead the two yowag aen to death. I can feel Lerca• s 
human pride paeaionatelT 'burllin& and fighting against these 
inevitable ferces. 
c. Problea of Rener and. Pride 
Lorca takes a definite attitude teward the preble 
of honor and pride in Spanish. sooiet;r. The sense of honer in 
aan is a reflection of the judgaat of h.is nlue aade b;r other 
men. Spanish. peasant seoiet;r, as any other society, has a 
strong re~lating meral code wlaioh deTeloped out of the tra-
ditional culture and social con~tions. Throughout ita long 
h.istor;r, these regulating prinoiples ef sooiet;r became force-
ful enough, eo that an;r indi vid:ltal who neglected them was 
cast off from the society as an abuser of the aecial honer. 
In such a society man's value is aeaaured by hie lo;ralt;r to 
this euse of social honor. Therefore every wortb;y man not 
onl;r respects the social cede, lfllt alee is ~dian of it. 
Thu8 the sense of social honer coatrols each individual's 
existence in the ooiUIIWlit;r. It works as a motintion for their 
action. (Leonardo's statue in the society ie a good example 
of one who violates social honor.) 
====~===========- ========================= 
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Pride is self-esteem in man's abilit7 to maintain the 
seoial code in thi~SC particular sooiet7. It is his pride which 
driTes the indiVidual to hold on ts his social honor, in order 
-t ts be cast off from the aseiet7. 
AJ;Iparentl7, in the world of Lerca, to maintain social honor 
and ts affirm his life prsdlloe a conflict. Therefore indiVicluals 
are forced to cheese one sf the tn. Most of the characters 
in the plq, e::a:cept for Leenarclo, have chosen the former, and 
their lives are motioyated lJ1 their lQTalt7 to the social code 
and b7 their pride in e::a:ercisiag it. Lerca clearl7 indicates 
his attitude toward them in the action of the pl~. Is is 
seen most olearl7 in the action ef Leonardo, who fights social 
principles in order te affirm his life in the true sense. In 
addition, the Mether's obsessien with secial honor and with 
famil7 honor in the ssoist7 bec .. es the direct motivation for 
the killing of the two men in the forest. The present relation-
ship betweeJl Leonardo and the :Bride, the static situation in 
Leonarda's famil7, and the arr&Jlg8d ..rriage between the 
:Bridegroom and the :Bride - eaoll. of these relationships e::a:presses 
the lldsfertune that results from absolute adherence to the 
social law. Leroa has Leonar4o, wll.o has fallowed the social 
law and now realizes his mietake, speak about pride: 
:Bride: :But I have rq pride. !Jid that's wlcy" I'm 
getting married. I' ll look JQ"self in 
with lll7 llllsband and then I'll have to 
love him abov. sve~one else. 
Leonardo: Pride won't help 7ou a bitl •• llhat good 
31 
was pride to me? Aa4 not seeing 7GUo and 
letting 7GU lie awake night after night? 
Ne geodl It on}7 •B1'TIId to bring fire down 
en me. 
Act II, Scene 1. 
For Lorca true l:mman pride cenaiPa in affirming one' a life. 
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FORM OF PRODUC'l'ION 
L• General Statement of the Production Plan 
:Blood Wedding ali a pla;r has a rather rmique form. It 
contains elements of realism, STZiolism, romanticism, and 
classicism, with a fusion of dialogue, poetry, songs, dance 
and music. It does not ha,. a consistent style, but has a 
style of its own, particular te thiB particular play. We ma;r 
call it the style of :Blood Wedding b,v Garcia Lorca. Therefore, 
the director's first decision was to bring a style out of each 
scene with whatever it projects, without being restricted by 
ready-made conventions. 
However, realism was the basic style chosen for the pro-
duction. 'l'he play itself lacks this very base, being a poetic 
statement rather than a complete piece of a dramatic work. 
The play springs leas from the treata.at of the story in 
terms of characters' relationships and situations, than from 
the qualities and forces embodied by the characters. The 
director did not want to see the qualities flying in and out 
on the stage, and speaking poems. In order to communicate 
the theme of the play aoat vitally to the audience, she had 
to have real human beings 11 ving in solid situations. 
With realism as the basic style, simplicity was an impor-
tant element te the production. By heightening the symbols, 
colora, dance and songs with beautiful abstract lights and 
seta, the script has the potential of being a great apectacle. 
But again, the director was more interested in expressing the 
idea through the people in the situation, than through elaborate 
theatrical artifices. The very nature of Bleod Wedding lies 
in its primitiv.neas. She did not want this nature to be 
deco:rated. 
There were two characters in the play who could not poss-
ibly fit into the realm of realisaa Moon and ll&ath. So, through 
lights, costumes, make-up, and acting, the style was to be 
adjusted to the leTBl of an impersonal, symbolic world. The 
director's intention was to present these two on totally 
tifferent lev.ls, so that the audience would know that they 
were not people, but the personification of supernatural 
forces standing in opposition to m,aan beings. 
~) 
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2. The Vision of the Pla,y 
Act I 
Scene 1: 
Scene 2: 
scene 3: 
Obsession of death and a sign of fore-
shadowing tragedy. 
Oppressed and frustrated passion, Yith a 
sign of bursting out. 
strong social conventions. The ritual of 
arranging a ~~arriage. People's social 
face, the sense of social honor and pride. 
Throughout Act I the atmosphere is stark, devoid of 
desire. It is rigid, calm and controlled, nth a 
sign of anarchic passicms in people. 
Act II 
scene 1: 
Scene 2: 
Impending anarchic passion and agitation 
of control. Sense of fate. 
Animated excitement of the wedding cele-
bration gradually freeing the expression 
of the people's emotion and passion. 
stripping aw~ of control, of the social 
mask. 
The atmosphere is hot, passionate, animated and free. 
The monments are fresh, 'Vital, free, quick. The 
speed of movement and the volume of noise quickens 
and increases as the scenes go on. 
Conception of Act II, Scene 2: 
This scene oonsi.ts ef eight little scenes, and 
rather an expressionistic quality. For the scenes 
do not directly follow each other, nor do they de-
velop in terms of action. Rather they are expositions 
or expressions of what is going on from different 
perspectives. (This is especially true in the transi-
f 
) 
tion from the suests' etrance to the discovery 
of the Bride's absence.) The scene works as a 
whole. Therefore, the directorial intention was 
to emphasize the crewd' s movements and noise even 
when dialosue was beins carried on on another area 
of the stage, rather than trying to focus attention 
in the direction of the dialosue. (Actually, in 
the production 
Act III 
scee 1: 
SOelle 2: 
Conflict between passion and a sense ef 
seoial honer, expressed through the Bride 
and Leonardo. Conflict between human 
pride and death as a supernatural power. 
"lie have terrible d.a;ys ahead" - the 
barren fate of these women. Their lament 
on man's death embodies their passion 
for their men and children. Heightened 
opposition of life and death. The im-
portance of social honor diminishes from 
the people toward the end. There is a 
aense of nobilit7, a movement to the 
impersonal. 
New the perspective shifts from inside to outside 
the play. It is aore objective, detached§ the 
whole atmosphere becomes impersonal. 
1 II 
3. Dominant Mood of the Production 
The Spanish temperanent, derived from the land and the 
peeple, sets the tone of the pl.q. One might usa the image of 
a castle in describing the land - there is a feeling of lofti-
ness, barrenness, dr;Tnees, and space, with a hidden prillitive 
vitality and fertility rooted deep in the soil. The Spanish 
people have much the saae characteristics. The;y are a people 
with rtolm, primitive, deep passions. Since the;y live with-
in a rather rigid traditional, eooial coie, the;y express 
their ianer passions through their music, dance, songs, and 
bullfights. Ill the preductio tide basic Spanish tempera~~ent 
should be te11pered with a dark, Jaeav, fatal qualit;y. 
4• Functions of Collaberaters in Forlling the Style 
Set: to present the atmosphere of the land of Spain (hot, 
dr;y, stern), as well aa te previde the sense of place. The 
four walls of the house are important to Visually give the 
feeling of the confined lives of these women. The general 
quality of the set should be heav,r, oppressive. 
Light: to create place and tiae of da;r, and to heighten the 
.. od according to the scenes - (heat of sun, cool air of the 
ferest, exciting hot air of the wedding celebration, disas-
trous, grim, heav air of the laaent on death). 
Soullda to emphasize emetional sentiment and to sustain the 
6 
flew of action between tke sc ... a. Guitar music was used to 
heighten the Spanish mood. 
Costu.ea: to conn7 realiP b¥ tke use of material conte-.po-
r&rT with the time and place. Use of color symbolism. 
Properties: to emphasise the kina of life the characters led 
in tho period and in the place. To heighten tho images of 
poetey: knife, flower, water ••• 
Actors: to know their personal kiateries and relations to the 
other characters ana to the situation the7 are in, and to 
present themselves as three-timeaeional beings. They must 
find tho WBJ to intenaif;r their aeed as characters. 
/ 
METHOD OF WOJIIDW WITH TBE ACTORS 
Due to her lillitea experiooe and to the kind of plaT and. 
cast she had, the director did not set a defiDite method of 
werking with the actors prior te the rehearsal period. Howe-..r,. 
a brief work plan, shown below, waa aubaitte4 to the actors. 
1st Week: Set up the p)Q'Bical reality in the scenes: 
1. Find out what is happening aDd what 
;you are dei:ng. 
2. Set up relationships between caaracters. 
3. Find out their need. 
2ad Week: Set a reugh bleoking and the actors should 
beci• coaF••1oatiag with each ether with 
lin... Linea should be learned by the end 
ef this woek. 
3rd Week: DeYelep acting T&luea: 
1. DeYelep okaracter eleaot a. 
2. Intensify the needs of the character. 
3· Feel tu aeod and the rl:JTtha ef the p 
play. 
4• Set the bleokimg. 
4th Week: Polish acting T&luea: 
1. Actors work on the tilling, and r~ha 
of the character as well as on their 
growth fr .. the beginning of the play 
to the eu. 
2. Director works on pace, rl:JTtha, and 
contrast. 
5th ieek: Technical rehearsals. 
Aleag with this chart, the director had prepared herself 
in twe areas: (1) the backgrouad ef the play, that is, all the 
personal life stories •t each character, and their relationships, 
what happencl aaong these people before the play starts, aDd what 
happens off stage during the playf and (2) the 111aterials to 
.. ,. 
I 
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iatreduce the Spanish temperaaent: articles 811. Spanish people 
and. lalld, pai:ati»gs(Picaase and. Go;ra}, llllsic (Flaaenoo gu1 tar}, 
a:a4 Spanish people to talk te the actors. (The directs herself 
had a long convarsatic:a with Francisoe Garcia Lorca, and Mrs. 
Gilman, a daughter of a oontempora17 Spanish peat, George Guillen. 
There were tve important deterlli:aations c:a the director• s 
sicl.e in cheosi»g the method ef vorld.Dg e:a this production. In 
her preTious work, a firm, alread;r-set conception of the pla;r 
(interpretation of characters, blo~, r~aa, as well as ideas 
and meaning of the pla;r} tended ts ii!J?088 fora upe the actors, 
rather than mouldiag the actors contributions of a free imagenatio 
with the directers oenoeptie:a. This prevad te be a dangerous 
path to a dead, sterile production. Therefore, her first deter-
mination was to give the aoters ia the early peried of rehearsal 
as much freedom as possible, and te keep her ideas and conceptions 
flexible. (4.otUal:Q', however, this methocl did not work well, for 
most of the aoters were rather confused with the freedom given, 
and did not know what to de with it.) The second. deterllination, 
as minor as .:Jli' ma;r seem, vas never to act for the actors. Since 
this is the easiest va;r to OQI!Riil!!i cats the director's idea to 
the actors, this had been her favorite method, BUt, this also 
i proved te . be .a d&agerous metholl which •a:r bring puppets on thd 
stage iastead of liVing people, Sllpeciall;r with the unexperienced 
actors. 
What vas done duriBg the actual rehearsal period vaa mostly 
4-1 
4-2. 
the adjusiaot to individual aoii:ag probleas. In ether words, 
the director maJlipulatod her aethed, if she had a:a;r, accerdi:ag 
to the actors, the probleas, and tho situation. 
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Dll!B~OR' S DAILY lDG 
JANUARY 8-15 
CaaUng: Becau .. of the conflict 111 th the :Jiajer produc-
tion, student interest ill the audition was 'Vfa7 poor. 
Baaea fer casting: 
1. Instinct for tlt.e role ant for the plq. Be-
cause of the ld.ni ef plq, the actor• a instinc-
tive arasp of the character ant the plq was 
lrl.glll7 regar4ed. 
2. The actor• a texture or qualit1'• 
3· Their dsntia te the werk. I would rather werk 
with hard, tiliplllt werkers than with te-.pera-
mental, talate4 people. 
JANUARY 30 (WEllllESDAY) 
Firat Reading: The ~~eeting was delqed by tlrl.rt;y min-
utes, waiting fer an actor. Qaite a few cast members 
were absent without say notice. 
1. Introclllction te Spain. Read the articles about 
Spain, the Spalliah pMple, their traditions and 
temperament. 
2. Introclllction ef the characters in the plq. 
Each character .zplained his or her persenal 
hister;y {who he is, where he is frq, etc.), 
and his reoent oonoern (his need) tG the cast. 
The purpose ef this was to create a sense of 
intimacy and co-it;y among the actors as 
characters, as tbe;r beleng te a small ooiiiiUnit;r 
in the plq. The actors were expeotsd to do 
some ho ... werk clllring the vacation. 
3. Diaouasion ef the plq. Very Ta8'1e reaction 
from the cast. 
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Read-threugh. (staaiing up). Ga'ft actors the 
freedOIJI to me'ft ~d te see how 11110h the7 un-
derateod. the oharaoters and the situation, and 
hew well thq could. II&Uipulate, b7 themsel'fts, 
their und.eratand.iJIB. 
Result: meat ef thea had neither freedem nor 
a1l7 sisn of i~tion. The7 stood there and 
read it. It was sheeld.ng to the director, who 
was waitiDg to soe something happen. Two fresh-
man in the leading roles were extremely poor. 
Ne sense ef oo-m.oatien, faked. acting! 
Jaoeb - so-eallei acting. Acting without any 
realit7. 
Elena - purely eaetional reading. Her boq is 
tense and stiff. 
Found four t;ypes ef speech patterns. 
-
JANUARY 31 (THURSDAY) 
Aot I, Soane l1 To set up the reality and the relationships. 
1. Nether and Scm: 
Slew rehearsal. Jaceb understands well intelleo-
tuallT but d.oes net seem to be able to translate 
that inh simple acting terms. Nanc;r plaTs 
too straight! Seeu te see an image of a stern, 
strang woman; plaTs that instead of plqing a 
IIOHnt b7 a meunt, whate'ftr happens_ in the 
script. Her bod.T is stiff; laok of rela.:z:ation 
andflexibilit;r. 
Decided to ha'ft a special session w1 th Ele.na 
and Jacob te verk en basic acting. 
2. Mother and Nei6hbor: 
Clarified. what is happening. 
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FEBRUARY 1 (FRIDAY) 
II 
II I, 
Act 
I 
I, Scene 21 '!'o set up the reality and the relationships. I 
~pH: I 
Barbara - fair. I 
Karita - see•4 te llave the best understandi.ng of 
what was ping on. Goed quality. 
Ginny - seeud to in4ioate. Feel tllat it might be 
hard to break her down and bring iaut her· ' 
insiu. 
steve - prprissd •• with his idie.,aorasies. Al-
ready toe cenoerne4 with wllat he ia ping 
to nar, where he is ping te be on each 
line, and with bits and business. A sip 
of iasseurit7? Haw to shift his attention 
from eutsiu to iaside. '!'old him to be 
concerned with the inner core ef the 
eharacter only,for a while. 
Tense, blue rehearsal. Felt the presaure of fwr 
impossible, roclq weeks ahead. 
I 
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' I FEBRUARY 2 (SA!l'URDAY) 
I!prs"ri.sations: for Jaoeb ancl Elena, 
to a base of tal.ld.nB and listening. 
First Improvisation: 
A boy and a girl live in the 
II 
II 
il 
I 
to bring them down 
They same building. 
_,._ .................................. II 
He bet his pride en this deal with his friend. I 
know each other ely caaua.lly. It is two o'clock 
in the llllrning. 'flle boy comes dawn to her apart-
sa he lias to win. '!'lie girl's action ia to get 1 
rid of him, aa she has an uam early next morning. II 
Result 1 Tlle first time they indicated wllatever 
'I they did. The second time they aud.denly started !1 
=1 
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to listen, thillk: aJid talk, Jake, especially, 'I 
ch-opped the artif.ioial classic tone in his 
speech and brought in simple reality, 
Second Improvisation• 
The Bride is at the field, waiting to see Leo-
nardo pass. There, unexpectedly, the Groom 
appears, The Brite has to get rid of the Groom 
before Leonardo ones. The Groom has to find 
out why the Bride ia behaving in such a way. 
Result 1 Both of them successfully played the 
action. There was a sense of something happening. 
Jake told me aft~ds that for the first time 
he ceuld see wllat the Bridegroom is going through 
in tb,e play from both ends, when he was told what 
the Bride was doing in the field. By both ends, 
Jake meant both before and after he realizes what 
is happening in the Bride. Fruitful rehearsaU 
FEBRUARY 4 (MONDAY) 
Act I, Scene 11 Communication. Since Nancy does not have 
a sense of communication, the main purpose of this re-
hearsal was to get her to communicate. 
Result: Let her take as much time as she needed to 
go through a process of listening, absorbing, ad-
justing and reacting. Whenever she missed any of 
this process, I stopped her and had her do it again. 
Her acting tends to evolve only in her head without 
sillk:ing into her depth, Also, the image she sets 
up, whatever it is, is in her way. A colorless, 
dry reading~ 
I 
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Jake, as a result of the improvisations on Saturday, ~~ 
communicates well on the simple level. But now he ~~~ 
lacka a vitality and projection, Depth and intensity. 
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Noticed that he baa a ~ movement III8JIJ1erism. He 
! 
I 
sort ef jiggles arewa4. Utter]J" unspal)ishl 
,, 
Act I, Scene 2: To set up the relationship between Ser-
'9allt and :Bride. Break .. wn.the scene. 
Blens has a deep ~stending and right impulses, t 
but no control o'ftJ." its 'YliOIJil and peyaical expression. I! ,, 
YvOJme emeticmal]J" o~aotsll I' 
FBBRUARY 5 (TUESDAY) 
Act I, Scene 3a 
Act I, scene 2: 
To .. t v the re11.lit7 and the relationship. 
(Father abeent) 
IapreT.t.~~ations te develop the insight 
and expenonoe ef the scene Within the actors. 
First ImproT.t.satien: 
Focus on GiJuiT. The situation is the same as ths 
scene. Gi.m!T is to get Ste'ft' s attention to 
fecus on her ani en his faai]J". This is ths last 
chance. stove is to get her te slmt her month. 
Results Not tee pod. Gi.J!JQ" did not seem to 
know what te u. Instead of relaxing herself 
to open far the Qontaneous mements, she thinks 
intellectuall.T• 
Seoend Improvisatien: 
The siituation ia the same. start the scene with 
the lines in the script. Told Steve to break 
awe¥ rr .. the script whenever hs felt like it. 
The actions are the same. 
ReliUlt; When stna liUdden]J" started te apeak 
different linea, GianT at first seemed puazled. 
Gradual]J" she began to· adjust. She real]J" bad 
to take in what stne said. steve went ae far 
as te slap hsr face. GinnT' a reaction to that 
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was excellent. 
After the rehearsal had a talk with Ginny. Now 
ehe knows, she said, the difference between an 
indication and a true reaction. She found it 
.!!! her. 
Had conference with set designer. 
FEBRUARY 6 (WlliDlmlDAY) 
Act II, Scene 21 To break down the scene between the 
Servant, Bride, and Leonarde. 
Decide to start blocking as the actors seem incapable of 
translating whatever is happening in the situation into 
stage movements. The freedom which I have been allowing 
them has been good-for-nothing. Sadl 
FEBRUARY 7 (THURSDAY) 
Forest s'cenel To break down the scene, and to improvise 
the movement with lines. 
Act III, Scene 21 To break down the scene and read. 
FEBRUARY 8 (FRIDAY) 
Music rehearsal, I Singing mainly. 
Found out that those actresses who are supposed to 
cannot sing, Ruth is tone-deaf. Hard to believe. 
only possibility is Yvo-... 
sing 
The 
Decided to change singing part to chanting, although less 
effective and harder to justify. The children's scene 
in Act III, Scene 2 will die ••• 
Reading Run-throughl 
Elena 
Nancy ••• ?!' 
Ginny 
Jake 
J'EBRUA1!:Y 9 (SATURDAY) 
Acting Exercise& To work with Nancy and Ginny on projec-
tion of different kinds of emotions. 
Nancy - go through hate, jealousy, hope, despair, 
relief, resignation, using the materials in 
the script, and sitting on a chair. 
Ginny - go through joy, a:n:rlety, fear, anger, jealousy, 
and remorse. 
Result: it is hard for Nancy to project vulgar emo-
tions such as greed or jealousy. Have to take away 
her noble dreamy quality, Another problem with her 
is communication. For this, decided to force her 
to wear her contact lenses. Nancy seems not to 
realize what she is doing and what she is not doing. 
An air of self-satisfaction keeps her from facing 
herself, that is, from facing herself to a starting 
point. This apparent confidence may simply be a 
facade covering her inner insecurity, but I took a 
chance and attempted to break it down. Anyway, she 
needed a distractive experience. She was appalled 
at my unfriendly, cool, professional attack, as the 
director happened to have been a personal friend 
who had been always nice and considerate to her. 
She left rehearsal col!lfused, but let her be disturbed 
for awhile. 
Ginny has a projection problem. Have to find a 
way of deepening end intensifying her need. 
Called up Nancy's roommate late at night to check 
how Nancy was feeling, 
FEBRUARY 11 (MONDAY) 
Line rehearsal& without director. 
-----
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FEBRUARY 12 (TUESDAY) 
Act I, Scene 1• Anal7zed the scene from different poss-
ible angles. Read each time with different interpretation. 
Jake has difficulty in playing a simple single action. 
Nancy looked like the whole world was against her. Al-
though she lost a friendly attitude toward the rehearsal t 
she began to have a dark, glooii!Y quality. 
Act I, Scene 2• Blocking. 
Act III, Scel!e 2: Reading. 
Conference with light designer. 
FEBRUARY 13 (WEDN'E5DA.Y) 
Singing Rehearsal• People were absent. 
Nancy's body is stiff and tense. Jake still jiggles. 
Tried to work on his movemeBt physically, from outside, 
·but it only made him more coBacious about his body and 
therefore more awkward. It may be a matter of focus. If 
he knows and can concentrate on what precisely happens 
in the scene, he may be able to drop his mannerism. 
Forest Scener Start blocking. Found that Elena could 
not move and speak. Stopped blocking and did some im-
provisations. Took some sketches of interesting movements. 
Act III, Scene 2: Blocking. 
Decided to use musio to help Elena's movement. If 
she learns the movements with music as a dance first t 
and then tries to coordinate with the lines slowly, 
it might help. Told Iancy to drop the strong side 
of Mother's character, as this was the only quality 
she could project at the moment. Ginn;r is coming 
slowly, but truth.f'ully. 
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FEBRUARY 14 (THURSDAY) 
Act II, Scene 21 
Act III, Scene 21 
Experiments in blocking and some shaping. 
Blocking. 
Act I, Scene 11 Blocking. The blocking I gave at the 
last rehearsal did not seem to work for Jake. So he was 
asked to bring in his own blocking, which would be organic 
to him. Some of them were nice. Decided to go along with 
that for awhile. 
FEBRUARY 15 (FRIDAY) 
Act II, Scene 21 
Act II, Scene 11 
Act III, Scene 21 
FEBRUARY 16 (SATURDAY) 
Servant's song. Blocking. 
Blocking. Servant, Bride and Leonardo. 
Three little girls. Blocking. 
Act II, Scene 21 Improvisations of the crowd scene. Got 
some idaasJ ·the music has been arranged between three 
boys. Many people ware absent. No sense in having re-
hearsal with so many absentl 
Why are people absent from rehearsal without any notice? 
Production meeting. 
FEBRUARY 18 (MONDAY) 
Forest Scene: The purpose of this rehearsal was to bring 
out a womanly quality in Elena, and to create some kind 
of feeling-tie between Elena and Steve. 
1. Elena: 
I had a talk with Elena on Sunday. Through 
the conversation I found that ehe has had some 
experience and has the potentiality of being 
more of a woman than she appears. 
With Ravel's "Bolero" - told her to relax and 
just feel the music, then let her slowly move 
I 
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the middle section of her body. Amazingly, 
Elena, with music, moves gracefully, sensually, 
Her rigid body carriage began to have softness. 
2. Steve and Elena• 
Improvisation• Steve is sitting on a bench 
in the park, reading a book, It is late after-
noon. Elena is to invite him to her apartment, 
without using a word. Put out the light in 
the room and put on Ravel' s ":Bolero" • 
Result 1 Successi'uH I did not give action 
to Steve, but to14 him to respond, or not, to 
her in the way ll.e felt. Took a long time be-
fore anything started to happen, as Steve did 
not take any interest in what Elena was try-
ing to do. :But as Elena beautifully, desperate-
ly, started to mani~ate her body and feelings, 
Steve's attention was genuinely focused on 
her and his interest in her got stronger • , • 
3. Choreographed the scene -with music, without 
lines. Very slow, relaxed rhythm. Avoided 
anything which might give tension to Elena's 
carriage. Told them to relax and feel something 
between them. Successful rehearsalt 
4.o .Jake: 
Aot I, Scene 11 
his little scene in the forest. 
Attempted new blocking as the first 
arrangement had not ~een working, 
Act III 1 Scene 21 Run-through with all the women. 
FEBRUARY 19 ('l'Ul!SDAY) 
Act I 1 Scene 31 Work on rhythm. Elena's timing is so 
irregular! it never comes out as a sustained, controlled 
rhythm. Bennett's absense does not help at all. 
Act I, Scene 2: Work on rhythm. They responded well. 
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Act I, Scene 11 New blocking. Brought more movements 
to Son. Seemed to work better for Jake. Allowed Nancy 
to bring in the bitteraess and the strength of this 
woman again. Her acting seemed a little richer. 
FEBRUARY 20 (WEDNJ!SDAY) 
Jake. 
Act III, Scene 21 Blocking. 
Act III Crowd scene. Attempted to set some of the 
blocking. But it did not seem to work since so many of 
the cast were absent. 
FEBRUARY 21 ( THUI!SDAY) 
Act II, Scene 11 Set blocking. Elena, Steve, and Yvonne. 
Act III, Scene 21 The scene between Mother and Bride is 
not working. 
FEBRUAR1 22 (FRIDAY) 
Run-Throughl This rehearsal was especially planned for 
the people who were on crew for the major production and 
who could not make the rehearsals otherwise. But not a 
single one of them appeared at the rehearsal. We wasted 
an hour waiting, then oalled off the rehearsal. 
Act III, Scene 21 Check the blocking, and start working 
on the, acting value. Problems with Elena and Nancy. 
The attitude of some members toward the rehearsals is 
poor. This seems to affect the spirit of the production. 
Rather messy situation. 
Started to have rehearsals with Bennett in the mornings 
alone. 
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FEBRUARY 23 (SATURDAY) 
Run-Thrgllp;hl Nothing was aC)complillhed because three 
lllllsioians were absent. Chanced schedule f'rom run-through 
to Act I, Scene 1 -Nancy and Jake. 
Forest Scene& To the dance movament we choreographed 
last time, added little hand movement with the words. 
with the music, and at a slow tempo. Let them whisper 
the words instead of' talk. Elena vas still stif'f, but 
softer than before. The music seems to help. 
FEBRUARY 25 (MONDAY) 
Act II, Scene 2• Meant to be setting the crowd scene. 
I!ut again due to the absences among the cast, very little 
accomplishment. 
Act I, Scene 21 Bridegroom and Mother. Jake's problem-
cannot concentrate, cannot bring ~tality, cannot listen, 
cannot move. None of the paints brought up in 'previous 
rehearsals have been improved. 
Realized that the director's kind and tolerant attitude 
has been partially the cause of' the irresponsibility and 
ill-cooperation from some members of the cast toward the 
production. This is about the time to throw bombs to 
shake them UPJo Mr. X suggested, "Nov, remember, these 
are high school kids, not a ••• ". The director is in the 
process of' becoming a director rather than a psrsontt? 
FEBRUARY 26 (TUJ!BDAY) 
Act I, Soens 11 Jake and Nancy, Started to use 'whip' 
to keep Jake's concentration ~1 and alert. Every time 
he did wrong, I whipped a chair or desk, Drove him nuts. 
I!ut for the first time, he vas very responsive and in-
tense all the way through the rehearsal, and every second 
~=-=-~--=l~==,=====~==============================================~~======== ----- ---- ------- jj=======--
he was trying to do his best. He improved. He brought 
in the vitality of a young boy. Nancy ••• ? 
Forest Scene: . Bonny came to rehearsal for the first 
time. Leonardo and Bride scene finally set in detail. 
After a few times with music, ran through with words 
and movement without music. It worked beautifully. 
FEBRUARY 27 (WEDNE3DAY) 
Run-through for Mr. Kazanoff. 
"There is a form. 
Work on the crowd scene. 
Sharpen the crucial moments. 
There are acting problems •••• ," 
said he. 
Act I, Scene 2: Worked on Leonardo's entrance for an 
hour. Still it is not wo~king. 
Act I, Scene 1: Worked on !fancy's variety. 
FEBRUARY 28 (THURSDAY) 
Act II. Scenes 1,2: Servant, Bride, Leonardo. 
Act III, Scene 2: Womenrs and children's scene. 
Act I, Scene 31 With Bennett, final blocking. 
Forest Scene: Woodcutters, Bridegroom, Death. Moon is 
still missing. Woodcutters' scene is not working. 
MARCH 1 (FRIDAY) 
Steve and Elena: The scene just before the wedding is 
not working. Hard to block organically - too many 
poetic wordst Decided to shorten some of the poetic 
expression. Seemed to help the timing between the 
Bride and Leonardo. 
Yvonne: Tried to set the songs and blocking with the 
business. Ego of Yvonne and Ruth who plays for 
I· 
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her conflicts. Between the two of them the direc-
tor's ego has gone somewhere. It takes a long, 
long time for Yvonne to coordinate the activities 
in the s.cene. 
MARCH 2 (SATURDAY) 
Woodcutters: Reblock the scene. 
Crowd Scene: Finally set. Meanwhile, the members of the 
crowd have been changing. Gave each of them an action to 
play. 
Rim-through: Ugh, ught The show is not yet in a shape 
to get in Room 204 in a week. Still tremendous primary 
acting problems. Act I, Soens 2, which has been working 
quite well, somehow began to go downhill. Marita is too 
conscious about her ~cting. Steve got confused. Nancy ••• ? 
MARCH 4 (MONDAY) 
Nancy, Jake and Pat: 
The personal relationship between Nancy and Pat 
off-stage is brought in on stage. They do not work 
together. Jake is getting better• he is more con-
s:hstent all the way through. 
Ginny and Marital 
Ginny is a steady wcirker. The inner being of the 
character is there, but it lacks energy. Yvonne 
is sick - absent. 
Conference with costume designer. 
MARCH 5 (TTJE5DAY) 
Act III, Scene 2: Nancy, Elena and Ginny. Work on the 
last moments of the play. 
Crowd Scene: Tried to work on the scene.with the musicians. 
Yvonne is absent• could not accomplish much. 
I, 
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MARCH 6 (WEDNESDAY) 
Act I, Scenes 1,2,3= Run-through. Again Yvonne is absent. 
Act III, Scenes 1,2: Ibln-through. Forest Scene is not 
coordinating. John McLean's first appearance at a re-
hearsal. 
None of the actors have yet found the key. 
MARCH 7 (THURSDAY) 
The afternoon rehearsal was canceled. Instead, the direc-
tor had a long conference with Nancy. During the con-
versation, I found that Nancy had an antagonistic feeling 
toward the director, which came about as the result of 
what happened in the early part of the rehearsal period, 
(She actually lost her faith in me as a person. She 
became disillusioned because of what I had done to her 
at the rehearsals.) At any rate, this personal problem 
between us had been the barrier to her breaking through 
to the role. We re-established our relationship after 
a long conversation. 
Stop and run run-through• K~ith (costume designer) oame 
to the rehearsal. 
MARCH 8 (FRIDAY) 
Act II, Scene 2: Work on the ending of the scene. 
Act III, Scene 2: Children's Scene. Experiment with 
their props. 
Run-through: I felt that the actors are not, quite clear 
as to what they are doing. Decided to have individual 
conferences with them in order to go over the script 
again - next week in the mornings. 
Yvonne is still absent. 
MARCH 9 (SATURDAY) 
Work with Steve and Elena. 
Act III Rehearse the cues. Crowd members tend to move 
differently every time. 
MARCH 10 (SUNDAY) 
Main characters were called to the theatre to have a 
blocking rehearsal prior to the run-through. 
Run-through! ri th Mr. Kazanoff. 
Nancy finally has fcnmd the key. I was, for the 
first time, emotionally involved with the play, 
watching the rehearsal. It seems as though' the 
whole production finally clicked. Now, this is a 
real starting point. 
MARCH 11 (MONDAY) 
After a week's absence YvOime finally came back to the 
rehearsal. 
Yvonne and Elena. 
Experiment with some changes in the Lullaby scene, Act I , 
Scene 3, and the Woodcutters' Scene. 
Blocking rehearsal of the crowd scene. 
MARCH 12 (TUESDAY) 
Work on the climactic scenes1 the ending of Acts II and III. 
Run-through• with lights and sound. Mr. Hierch came to 
the rehearsal. 
During breaks, tried to work with the light and sound cues. 
MARCH 13 (WEDNE3DAY) 
Work with Nanoy and ElenaJ Steve, Elena and Yvonne. 
Run-through• Most of the aotors seem to be on their way. 
Especially Nancy. 
-----============~,=-~~~=-,==-====#= 
MARCH 14 (THURSDAY) 
Act II, Crowd Scene. 
Dress Rehearsal. 
MARCH 15 (FRIDAY) 
Personal conferences with the actors. Stage manager had 
technical rehearsal at the theatre. 
Critigue Performance. 
MARCH 16 (SATURDAY) 
Act I, Scenes 1,2. I 
Stop and Ru.n Bun-throup• Spent a great deal of time ex- II 
perimenting with a change of set in Act II, Scene 2. 
Finally decided to remove the upper stage wall. This gives 
more scope. 
MARCH 17 (SUNDAY) 
Act III, Scene 11 Sharpen the timing of the entranc~and 
exits of the characters. More experiments in lights. 
Work on the coordination of three characters• Moon, Death, 
and Bridegroom. Changed some complicated movements of 
Leonardo and the Bride to simpler ones. 
Act II, Scene 21 Gave a little more choreography to the 
crowd singing. 
Run-through. 
MARCH 18 (MOBDAY) 
Performance - 8:00 p.m. 
MARCH 19 (TUESDAY) 
Performance - 4100 p.m. 
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.A:nt hoey DiJ1811anl 
Having already aired wq views on botll. the Fridq critique 
perforaance sad abo tll.e final Tu .. d.a;r perferaance, I find it. 
\._ 
difficult to ss;y aeythiag new at thh pei:Dt. Pertaps it is well 
·enough te reiterate~ priaary criticisa. 
I thiak Akemi deserve a great deal of credit in choosing such 
a difficult play in the first plaoe, and second~ for doing sqch 
a commendable job witll. it. The production was not perfect, but 
I felt that it was o11e of the aost IIUCcessful graduate produotiollla 
this 7ear in terms of careful~ deli:Deating its dra.~~atic idea • 
.Agai:D, however, I must questio11 this, simp~ because there are 
a nuaber of factors which enter into such an opinion. In the first 
place, I was quite familiar with this theme in Blood Wedding 
through preceding class discussions, second~, the theme is also 
found a large extent in m7 own graduate show, A View From The 
Bridge! and third~, it mq simp~ be the lucidiit;y of Lorca!s 
writing that JB&de the theme se apparent. 
Last~, although such of the credit for such and imaginative 
and effectivesetting 111&1 have to ge to Doug Schmidt, since the 
ly 
director is ultiJB&te11responsible for the entire production, Miss 
Horie deserves full commendation fer that also. 
Ron Ir"ring: 
I would like to thank the director for giving me my first 
view of a Lorca work. I would also wish to commend her for her 
for her courage ill taclding this plq UJlder the condi tiona aad 
limitations of a sradaate t&esis pre~otion. The mere I study 
this play the mere I realise just llew difficult it is te 
to produce in the ~eat of situation. 
When one considers that the d.irecter was working H th actors 
ranging from freshmen to gra~ate students, the high degree of 
unity she achieved. is particularl7 remarkable. Her costuming 
was,. @hether amabng feat which enhanced the tetal prc~ct1o11.. 
Alld, fer me, the use of live music was the most successful te-
chnical acccmplis•haent adding a di .. nsion which could not have 
been achieved in an7 other wq-certainly not through recerded 
musio. 
I was greatl7 impressed by the work done onr the week-elld 
8lld felt that-!Uesdq' s performaace was far more successful on 
the wllele than li'ridq nigllt' •• The perferm8llcea of The Bride 
and. Leonarda, had improved measurably; aJld the opening up of 
the wedding scene added more dynaaic iatensity and interest to 
8ll already suocessf'ul soeae. 
The setting, which in itself was a remarkable technical a 
achievement for 2IO, served to reinforce the restrictive 
atomosphere in which the characters live; but I fear it also 
proved. a restrictive influence .. the fertile mind of the 
direoter. Fr• her past werk I kaew how rich her iaaginsU~a 
can be in prnidiag viaual qabols which, through deceiving~ 
simple use of line, fera andcolour, create a potent impact. 
The set as constructed prehibited (under 2IO lightiag 
oonditioBs) the mest eff'eotin use of colour IIJ'lllbolism which 
could han heighteliecl the force of' the trageq providing a 
richaess aDd variety equal to the writing style. 
A less natural1etic appreach would have allowed her to 
intensify this traged;" ill the teras with which she is 
particularly adept. 
J(y chief criticia of the :greduotion centers around the 
pi vutal character of Leonarda. J(y personal belief is that he 
should "ceQ acress" as a far more sympathetic persOJl-a geod 
II8Jl whose tragic desti:IV' is slaaped b;r the power of the passion 
Wiolll dri ns him. 
I feel that as he vas portrqed.(leas so OB Tuesiq) the 
character tended to weaken the theJH of the plq as set forth 
in the Statement of Intentioa. 
The directorand I have discussed the crucial second scene 
of the plq and have reached friu.dly disagreement on it. 
-1': Should the poetic symbolism be displqed. se onrly at this 
poiat? I would say no. Coupled with the latter part(aftor 
Leo:aardo • s entrance) this scene added a heaviness that effected 
the whold performance. 
I fully appreciate the directors particular difficulties 
¥ith cast and crew and aa se~ that .uch conditions existei. 
I caa oal7 hope that her dis&llu•iellaeJ1t rill be seftenei in 
ti>ae, because it would be Ullfortuaate that'.'lihe theatre lose .uch 
a creati..,. perstm as a result of this ou experience. 
r 
Willia11 Sheffler: 
Tho vieva presentee ia thia paper are baaed on the Xondq 
evening performance of Blood Wedd1er as I was UBable to attend 
tho other performances. M7 roactiona to tho presentation as 
a whole are .txod and while .uch of w&at fellows must be conoidored 
negative criticiaa, tho acript is exceptionally difficult aDd 
there were a number of stirring moaenta in tho --highlighted 
by tho Xoon-Death scene. 
OUtstandiDg, for me, ia the ll/13 in which Akemi was able to 
dramatize and theatricaliso the script in terll8 of the situation 
and relationship• she developed. I think tho script is especially 
izatimadating in the fact that large sections of tho script are 
UJldrallatic aDd untheatreical at leaat in tho terms that our 
contemporary audience fizad acceptable. Frequently there are loDg 
sections of the script which give no indication of action line 
or where tho action line is si11ply auspeadod. Akem1 was succeaaful 
in finding a dramatic impulse for alaoat all of these sectiona 
and she did so within the styliatic lillits--basically "realistic"-
that she had chosen for her production. 
This TOry accomplishment, hovever, also presented some serious 
desadvantages. The very casting of the pliiJ into "realism" removed 
some of the devices of variety, theatrical if not dramatic, which 
add to the overall imp"'ct of the verk and which .are distinctly 
Lercan lyrieiaa. Just as III&IQ' of the chorua passages in Greek 
dralla are not strictly dra~~atic, I don't think it is altogether 
~I 
fruit:f'ul to tight]T contain such scenes a.a the Lullaby, the wood-
aen, and the tlu'ee little girls aeenea. in realiBIII or even to 
insist they be dramatic in the aost lillited meaning of the word. 
Tile two tl:dngs vl:dcla disturbed me 110.-t about the proclllction, 
hovev.r, were ita lack of contrast and i.e hia~nesa,. The 
productioa vas relentlesa]T heaT,T• In.tesA of deFalla'a Ritual 
Fire Danos, we get a011etl:dng akin to lll'unl:dlde' a i-olatioa Scene 
from Die Valkure by Wagner. Instead. of Spaniards of great tem-
pera.ment and passion, it was soaething rather relentless]T Teutonic 
The effort was to create a tragic aode and use foreshadowing, the 
achievement ifi• aoaething ao heav that from tae first you felt 
nothing real]T more horrible could happen to these people as thaT 
seemed already weighed down well past h*pe. Froa the first scene 
the )(other vas already so tragic a figure that nothing could 
~pen to move ua beyound where we were. This oppressive heaviness 
added to the unvarying "realiaa" produced a tremendous lack of 
contrast--except for the Mooa-Death scene-- and made sustained 
interest most difficult. 
The final criticiaa of the promotion I found in the use of 
the stage apace-- a.nd thi• ba61oal~ 11 to be found in the set. 
It seeaed to limit both the plq 1114 tlle director. Froa what I 
have seem of Akem1 1 s work ancl troa what others have said, she 
seems to have an admirable ability to create mood and a greato 
flexibility in the vq she usee apace. I've seen her create the 
effeot~confineaent on an open and llare stage with much apace-
an4 tlt.o aeed was 11Uatai11od for the length; of tho pla;y. In tho 
salle show she did aoao V0X7 excitillg thi:ags with stage mov.ment 
in creating plastic relationships. In the setting which she used 
for :Blood Woddiy, the collfi:aoaont was such that it seamed to 
oppress tho produotio:a. Ita limited apace and ita limited ato-
moaphoro seemed to hamper tho director's work. It vas so much 
flat black a.Ild white that it aoomod to permeate tho production 
with tho saae feeling. Soaehov tho black was not that excitiq 
and d;ynamic black of Spaia.(i t had so little vi tal contrast) 
but the meuring of an oppressed people with a broken spirit. 
Proa the abov. co•ants it is apparent that I vas diaappoi:ato 
in the production. It is also true tlaat this diaappeintmont is 
duo, in no small part, to my oxpoctatio:aa from Akomi. It is true 
that the script is an exceptionallT difficult one and I'm not 
ashamed to aa;y that I would. not laav. the temori ty to atteiiiPt 
it. Perhaps, than, I've no right to be disappointed except that 
I hav. a very great respect for Akomi'a abilit7. In addition to 
the two qualities I've already admired, I 1Te found both her 
work and her ideas extraordinarily clean and precise. The results 
haTe alwqs lilad amoat ongrGaaing balance of tho classic and the 
paasionate. I felt those would all go to bring an interesting 
exporeinco to tho production. They ahouli have. Nov I onl7 wonder 
what it vas that hampered tho situation and prevented tho 
connection. I still feel it should AaTO been there. 
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F ACUUl'Y CO.IMIHS 
The general attitude of the :faculty teward the production 
was :fawrable. They agreed that I had done a considerably 
suooe .. ful job with a rather cl.i:f:fioult play and with the 
situation I had. Especially there was a great deal of comao-
dati011 on the Jloon-Death scene, and. on the oreativi ty of the 
designers. Alae, there was appreciation :fer the aooemplishment 
made ~ :freehaen and sophomere students. 
The main criticism was that the performance lacked con-
trast and Tariet;r in the scenes. Tll.ey :felt that the rhTthm 
was too heav;r and that it stayed oa one level throughout the 
whole play. The director thoroughly agrees with this criti- 1
1 ~~~ oism. There was acme minor criticism on things which eould 
have been improved in other situations ani with cl.ifferent 
acters. I will not include those oemaents here. 
Mr. Watts alone expressed a negative :feeling toward the 
production, although he teo appreCiated the work the directer 
and ether company meabera had dane. It aeeiDS that the 
production did not reach the standard he wished te see repre-
sented in the play. 
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FINAL HINDSIGHf CONCLUSIONS 
Above all, I would like te express rq ~atitude to the 
actors, designers and crew members who showed their sincere 
interest and cooperation in working fer the production of 
Blood Weddjng. Good or bad as the result might have been, I 
aa aura that for each of us the experience will remain a 
fruitful seed for our future ~owth. 
To the one who directed the preduction the result remains 
a failure. Fer, main]J', she feels that she did not fulfill 
the responsibilities of a director, regardless of the diff-
ioulty of the problema she had. The performance lacked the 
essential directorial ,_lues, suoh as contrast from scene to 
scene, variety of r~hm and paoe, and accentuation of the 
crucial moments of the PlaT• Al .. , COIIIII.Inicaticn between I 
the director and the technical staff was rather weal:. This J 
produced problems in ooordinating the teclmioal aspee:ts with 
what was llil.p:Pening on· stage. These problems would have been 
considerah]J' less if the directer had had mere skill and exper-
ience in the lllal1agement of this area. 
Looking back, it seems that her rele during this produc-
tion was not that of director, ~t rather that of an acting 
coach- furthermore, a poor one. It appears now that the 
director was trapped in the situation, and lost a ohance to 
II 
II 
' ) 
work with the pla,y as a director. 
A turni~~g point in this regard cue about during the 
third week of the rehearsal period, when the direotor hall to 
face overwhelming acting problema in the compaft7• ~hen, instead 
of steppiDg out of the 8ituation and tryiDg to find remedies 
for the problema, she placed herself right in the center of 
the difficulties and felt them with the actors. The problem 
got beper; her in....Weaent sank deeper in the EUdl Gradually 
she lost perspective fer the whole production, and her creative 
energy was 11apped in copiDg with these problems. Tlms, the 
director's function toward the final stage of the rehearsal 
period was neglected, and the production stagnated on the 
level of the third-week rehearaal period. I have learned a 
lesson out of this experience. I now realize how important it 
is fer a director to maintain a detachment between herself 
and the production, so that she can alwa,ys be objecti v.. A 
director should alwa,ys be aware of problems, but shou~d never 
feel them. 
Now, w_, were there so m&n7 acting problems? Some of 
the actors spoke up to me after the production. They said 
there was some confusion among the aoters regarding the under-
standing of the pla,y and of what the director wanted from them. 
I wiall that they had spoken earlier in the rehear•al period. 
Bat this little incident indicaies exactly the kind of problem 
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which erlsted between the direticr and the actors: that is, 
the problem ef coJai.IDication. 'l'll.is was attriDilted meat:cy to 
tile direetttr' a lansuage barrier, aD.i pariial:cy to the lack of 
persistence aD.i sensitivity en tlae aoters• aide in tr;ring to 
unieratand what the directer meant. As fer the actors• con-
fuaien in understpdiDg the SDri))t, it seeas that the;r could 
net quite see the diatinctien betnen tile acter1 s breakdown 
hanng been involved 11'1 the prebl- with the inexperienced 
atud.ents. 
The public reaction te tlae preiblctien was interesting. 
'l'hoae who liked the show liked it ver;r much, while those who 
did not had a lot to sq. It aeeu that one-third of the 
audience vas on the latter side. ~he common criticism was -
"too hea"'J"', "teo tragic" - which is valid to a certain degree. 
Yet, this criticism led u to tae oenclusion that these people 
might act have been able te real]¥ appreciate this kind of 
plq. Some people wanted to sse a beautiful]¥ symbolic 1111sical 
spectacle. others wanted to see, if not a speCltacle, a traged7 
w1 th a light .Peri can sauce. other directors JIB¥ choose their 
owa intentiens and form for :Bleed V.l\lding. Bu.t the general 
experience offered. through this prodllction was what this 
director wanted. She did not want it ~ other WB¥• 
Above all, the most important value gleaned by the direc-
tor during 'l;he experience of worltiJic with this production 
was a grea'l; deal of new inaigh'l; 1a1;e herself, as a person. 
qo 
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ACT I·-, SCENE I 
table (against DL wall) 
table and 2 chairs (LC) 
knife with bone handle ( table DL) 
potatoes, paring knife, wooden bowl (table LC) 
coat (fireplace hook UL) 
cross of maroon flowers (back wall, R of C) 
SCENE 2 
table ( against DL wall) 
table and 2 chairs (LC) 
washing stand (RC) 
chair (DR) 
pottery washing basin and jug ( washing stand RC) 
white cotton towel (back wall hook UL) 
2 dull metal glasses and pitcher ( table DL) 
sewing basket (table LC) 
wooden bowl with edible grapes (table LC) 
swaddled doll (chair DR) 
saddle bags (off R) 
SCENE :3 
table (DL) 
table and three chairs (RC) 
lace tablecloth (table RC) 
tray with small cakes and tray with 3 wine glasses (off R) 
wine bottle (off R) 
2 gift wrapped boxes (off L) 
1b 
ACT II; SCENE l 
bench ( RC) 
chair ( UL of C) 
mirror and comb (off L) 
SCENE 2 
table ( L) 
table and 2 chairs (DR) 
trays of cakes, wine bottles, glasses, bowls of fruit (table L) 
tray of cakes (table R) 
white flower lay (off R) 
ACT III; SCENE I 
2 axes (off L) 
SCEFE 2 
maroon wool skein (off R) 
2 corpses (off L) 
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ACT ONE 
SCENE 1 
:\ room painted yellow. 
BRIDEGROOM, entering. Mother. 
MOTHER. What? 
BRIDEGROOM. I'm going. 
MOTHER. Where? 
BRIDEGROOM. To the vineyard. 
He starts to go. 
MOTHER. Wait. 
BRIDEGROOM. You want something? 
MOTHER. Your breakfast, son. 
Blood Wedding 
BRIDEGROOM. Forget it. I'll eat grapes. Give me the knife. 
MOTHER. What for? 
BRIDEGROOM, laughing. To cut the grapes with. 
MOTHER, muttering as she looks for the knife. Knives, 
knives. Cursed be all knives, and the scoundrel who in-
vented them. 
BRIDEGROOM. Let's talk about something else. 
MOTHER. And guns and pistols and the smallest little 
knife-and even hoes and pitchforks. 
BRIDEGROOM. All.right. 
MOTHER. Everything that can slice a man's body. A 
handsome man, full of young life, who goes out to the 
vineyards or to his own olive groves-his own because he's 
inherited them ... 
BRIDEGROOM, lowering his head. Be quiet. 
MOTHER. • • • and then that man doesn't come back. Or 
if he does come back it's only for someone to cover him 
n v.:.r with_a aim leaf of rock salt so he won) 
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CHARACTERS 
THE MOTHER 
THE BRIDE 
THE MOTHER-IN-LAW 
LEONARDO's WIFE 
THE SERVANT WOMAN 
THE NEIGHBOR WOMAN 
YOUNG GIRLS 
LEONARDO 
THE BRIDEGROOM 
THE BRIDE'S FATHER 
THE MOON 
DEATH (as a Beggar Woman) 
WOODCUTTERS 
YOUNG MEN 
I . 
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4 
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I . Mother in c.h~ir DL 
2 . take coat off rack 
3 . X R door 
4. stand , XL .cupboard 
s. stop 
6 . face DL 
I. X to table, face Bridegroom 
2. hand knife, sit DL 
3. rise 
. "' . . . 
warn low theme 
bloat. I don't know how you dare carry a knife on your 
body-or how I let this serpent I 
She takes a knife from a kitchen chest. 
stay in the chest. 
BRIDEGROOM. Have you had your say? 
MOTHER. If I lived to be a hundred I'd talk of nothing 
else. First your father; to me he smelled like a carnation 
and I had him for barely three years. Then your brother. 
Oh, is it right-how can it be-that a small thing like a 
knife or a pistol can finish off a man-a bull of a man? 
No, I'll never be quiet. The months pass and the hopeless-
ness of it stings in my eyes and even to the roots of my 
hair. 
BRIDEGROOM, forcefully. Let's quit this talk! 
M OTHER. No. No. Let's not quit this talk. Can anyo 
g me your father back? Or your brother? Then there 
jail. What do they mean, jail? They eat there, smok 
re, play music there! My dead men choking with weed 
nt, turning to dust. Two men like two beautiful flower 
e. killers in jail, carefree, looking at the mountains. 
RIDEGROOM. Do you want me to go kill them? 
M OTHER. No ... If I talk about it it's because ... Oh, 
how can I help talking about it, seeing you go out that 
door? It's ... I don't like you to carry a knife. It's just 
that . . . that I wish you wouldn't go out to the fields. 
BRIDEGROOM, laughing. Oh, come now! 
MOTHER. I'd like it if you were a woman. Then you 
wouldn't be going out to the arroyo now and we'd both of 
us embroider flounces and little woolly dogs. 
BRIDEGROOM, he puts his arm around his mother and 
laughs. Mother, what if I should take you with me to the 
vineyards? 
MOTHER. What would an old lady do in the vineyards? 
Were you going to put me down under the young vines? 
BRIDEGROOM, lifting her in his arms. Old lady, old lady-
you little old, little old lady! 
MOTHER. Your f ther, he used to take me. That's the 
2 
3 
(00 
ready low theme 
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way with men of good stock; good blood. Your grandfather 
left a son on every corner. That's what I like. Men, men; 
wheat, wheat. 
BRIDEGROOM. And I, Mother? 
MOTHER. You, what? 
BRIDEGROOM. Do I need to tell you again? 
MOTHER, seriously. Ohl 
BRIDEGROOM. Do you think it'S bad? 
MOTHER. No. 
BRIDEGROOM. Well, then? 
MOTHER. I don't really know. Like this, suddenly, it 
always surprises me. I know the girl is good. Isn't she? 
Well behaved. Hard working. Kneads her bread, sews her 
skirts, but even so when I say her name I feel as though 
someone had hit me on the forehead with a rock. 
BRIDEGROOM. Foolishness. 
MOTHER. More than foolishness. 111 be left alone. Now 
only you are left me-l hate to see you go. 
BRIDEGROOM. But you'll come with US. 
MOTHER. No. I can't leave your father and brother here 
alone. I have to go to them every morning and if I go 
away it's possible one of the Felix family, one of the killers, 
might die-and they'd bury him next to ours. And that1l 
never happen! Oh, no! That'll never happen! Because I'd 
dig them out with my nails and, all by myself, crush them 
against the wall. 
BRIDEGROOM, sternly. There you go again. 
MOTHER. Forgive me. 
Pause . 
.. 
How long have you known her? ~ 
BRIDEGROOM. Three years. I've been able to buy the 
vineyard. 
MOTHER. Three years. She used to have another sweet-
heart, didn't she? 
BRIDEGROOM. I don't know. I don't think so. Girls have to 
look at what they'll marry. 
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I. Mother sit DL 
2. Bridegroom kneel front of Mother 
3. Bridegroom sit L of C 
I. Mother rise, X to cupboard 
2. Bridegroom rise 
3. Mother face son DL 
4. XC 
s. start x to R 
6. c· 
7. X R 
MOTHER. Yes. I lod a, . I looked at your 
father, and when they kil1ed l.im I looked at the wall in 
front of me. One woman with one man, and that's all. 
BRIDEGROOM. You know my girl's good. 
MOTHER. I don't doubt it. All the same, I'm sorry not 
to have known what her mother was like. 
BRIDEGROOM. What difference does it make now? 
MOTHER, looking at him. Son. 
BRIDEGROOM. What is it? 
MOTHER. That's true! You're right! When do you want I 
me to ask for her? 
BRIDEGROOM, happily. Does Sunday seem all right to 2 
you? 
MOTHER, seriously. I'll take her the bronze earrings, 3 
d}ey're very old-and you buy her ... 
BRIDEGROOM. You know more about that . . . 
MOTHER. • • • you buy her some open-work stockings 
aMl for you, two suits-three! I have no one but you nowt 
RIDEGROOM. I'm going. Tomorrow I'll go see her. 
OTHER. Yes, yes-and see if you can make me happy 
six grandchildren-or as many as you want, since your 
father didn't live to give them to me. 
BRIDEGROOM. The first-born for you! 
MOTHER. Yes, but have some girls. I want to embroider 
and make lace, and be at peace. 
BRIDEGROOM. I'm sure you'll love my wife. 
MOTHER. I'll love her. 
She starts to kiss him but changes her mind. 
Go on. You're too big now for kisses. Give them to your 
wife. 
Pause. To herself. 
When she is your wife. 7 
BRIDEGROOM. J'm going. 
MOTHER. And that land around the little mill-work it 
over. You've not taken good care of it. 
(0:2.. 
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BRIDEGROOM. You're righ'- I will. • . 
MOTHER. God keep you. 
The Son goes out.! The Mother remains seated-her back 
to the door. A Neighbor Woman with a 'kerchief on her 
head appears in the door. 
Come in. 
NEIGHBOR. How are you? 
MOTHER. Just as you see me. 
NEIGHBOR. I came down to the store and stopped in to 
see you. We live so far away! 
MOTHER. It's twenty years since I've been up to the top 
of the street. 
NEIGHBOR. You're looking well. 
MOTHER. You think so? 
NEIGHBOR. Things happen. Two days ago they brought 
in my neighbor's son with both arms sliced off by the 
machine. 
She sits down. 
· MOTHER. Rafael? 
NEIGHBOR. Yes. And there you have him. Many times 
I've thought your son and mine are better off where t 
are-sleeping, resting-not running the risk of being left 
helpless. 
MOTHER. Hush. That's all just something thought up-
but no consolation. 
NEIGHBOR, sighing. Ay! 
MOTHER, sighing. Ay! 
Pause. 
NEIGHBOif, sadly. Where' s your son? 
MOTHER. He went out. 
NEIGHBOR. He finally bought the vineyard! 
MOTHER. He was lucky. 
NEIGHBOR. Now he11 get married. 
MOTHER, as though reminded of something, she draws 
her chair near The Neighbor. Listeu. 
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I. Neighbor enter R 
2. Mother X to table, pour drink 
3. Neighbor sit R of table 
4. Mother sit DL J 
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NEIGHBOR, in a . Yes. What is it? 
MOTHER. You know my son's sweetheart? 
NEIGHBOR. A good girl! 
MOTHER. Yes, but ... 
NEIGHBOR. But who knows her really well? There's no-
body. She lives out there alone with her father-so far away 
-fifteen miles from the nearest house. But she's a good 
girl. Used to being alone. 
MOTHER. Arid her mother? 
NEIGHBOR. Her mother I did know. Beautiful. Her face 
glowed like a saint's-but I never liked her. She didn't love 
her husband. ' 
M OTHER, sternly. Well, what a lot of things certain people 
know! 
NEIGHBOR. rm sorry. I didn't mean to offend-but it's 
true. Now, whether she was decent or not nobody said. 
That wasn't discussed. She was haughty. 
M OTHER. There you go again! 
N EIGHBOR. You asked me. 
MOTHER. I wish no one knew anything about them-
r the live one or the dead one-that they were like 
two thistles no one even names but cuts off at the right 
moment. 
NEIGHBOR. You're right. Your son is worth a lot. 
MOTHER. Yes- a lot. That's why I look after him. They 
told me the girl had a sweetheart some time ago. 
NEIGHBOR. She was about fifteen. He's been married two 
years now- to a cousin of hers, as a matter of fact. But 
nobody remembers about their engagement. 
MOTHER. How do you remember it? 
NEIGHBOR. Oh, what questions you ask! 
MOTHER. We like to know all about the things that hurt 
us. Who was the boy? 
NEIGHBOR. Leonardo. I 
MOTHER. What Leonardo? 
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NEIGHBOR. Leonardo P~U:t:· "' 
MOTHER. Felix! 
NEIGHBOR. Yes, but-how is Leonardo to blame for any-
thing? He was eight years old when those things happened. 
MOTHER. That's true. But I hear that name-Felix-and 
it's all the same. 
Muttering. 
Felix, a slimy mouthful. 
She spits. 
It makes me spit-spit so I won't killl 
NEIGHBOR. Control yourself. What good will it doi' 
MOTHER. No good. But you see how it is. 
NEIGHBOR. Don't get in the way of your son's happiness. 
Don't say anything to him. You're old. So am I. It's time 
for you and me to keep quiet. 
MOTHER. I'll say nothing to him. 
NEIGHBOR, kissing her. Nothing. 
MOTHER, calmly. Such things . . . I I 
NEIGHBOR. I'm going. My men will soon be coming in 
from the fields. 
MOTHER. Have you ever known such a hot sun? 
NEIGHBOR. The children carrying water out to the reapers 
are black with it. Goodbye, woman. 
MOTHER. Goodbye . 
The Mother start§.. tQwar.~:he /:.or at the left. Halfway 
there she 1tops and slowl ros e herse[J 
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ACT ONE 
SCENE 2 
A room painted rose with copperware and wreaths of 
common flowers. In the center of the room is a table with 
a tablecloth. It is morning. 
Leonardo's Mother-in-law sits in one corner holding a 
child in her arms and.rocking it. His Wife is in the other 
corner mending stockings. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
Lullaby, my baby 
once there was a big horse 
who didn't like water. 
The water was black there 
under the branches. 
When it reached the bridge 
it stopped and it sang. 
Who can say, my baby, 
what the stream holds 
with its long tail 
in its green parlor? 
WIFE, softly. 
Carnation, sleep and dream, 
the horse won't drink from the stream. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
~ --
My rose, .asleep now lie, 
the horse is starting to cry. 
His poor hooves were bleeding, 
his long mane was frozen, 
and deep in his eyes 
stuck a silvery dagger. 
Down he went to the river, 
Oh, down he w p 
toG 
.. 
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warn Cue#3a 
warn horse 
WIFE. 
And his blood was ruRning, 
Oh, more than the water. 
Carnation, sleep and dream, 
Blood Wedding 
the horse won't drink from the stream. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
WIFE. 
My rose, asleep now lie, 
the horse is starting to cry. 
He never did touch 
the dank river shore 
though his muzzle was warm 
~nd with silvery flies. 
So, to the hard mountains 
he could only whinny 
just when the dead stream 
covered his throat. 
Ay-y-y, for the big horse 
who didn't like water! 
Ay-y-y, for the snow-wound 
big horse of the dawn! 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
WIFE. 
Don't come in! Stop him 
and dose up the window 
with branches of dreams 
and a dream of branches. 
My baby is sleeping. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
WIFE. 
My baby is quiet. 
Look, horse, my baby 
has him a pillow. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
His cradle is metal. 
WIFE. 
His quilt a Dn& labsio. 
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I . Leonardo X UC , put saddle bag down , take off jacket- hand to Wife 
Wife X UC , assist Leonardo 
2 . Leonardo X to wash basin DR 
Wife X DRC 
warn guitar stop 
ready 
ready guita 
r eady horse 
I 
go horse ~~~ j~~~lf 
WIFE. 
Ay-y-y, for the big horse 
who didn't like water! 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
Don't come near, don't come in! 
Go away to the mountains 
and through the grey valleys, 
that's where your mare is. 
WIFE, looking at the baby. 
My baby is sleeping. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
My baby is resting. 
WIFE, softly. 
Carnation, sleep and dream, 
The horse won't drink from the stream. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW, getting up, very softly. 
My rose, asleep now lie 
_ __ for the hor~is startin to c . 
She ca~he child QUt. r;;;ma,do entersl 
LEONARDO. Where's the baby? 
WIFE. He's sleeping. 
LEONARDO. Yesterday he wasn't well. He cried during 
the night. 
WIFE. Today he's like a dahlia. And you? Were you at 
the blacksmith's? 
LEONARDO. I've just come from there. Would you believe 
it? For more than two months he's been putting new shoes 
on the horse and th~'re always coming off. As far as I can 
see he pulls them off on the stones. 
WIFE. Couldn't it just be that you use him so much? 
LEONARDO. No. I almost never use him. 
WIFE. Yesterday the neighbors told me they'd seen you 
on the far side of the plains. 
LEONARDO. Who said that? 
to8' 
Wife X toDL 
I 
2 
I. hand towel to leonardo DR 
2. Leonardo X to table, sit UC chair; Wife X UC' 
3 o Wife X L to cupboard 
4. Wife sit L .of table 
5. Leonardo rise, X UL;. Wife rise; Mother-:ln~law enter L 
6. Mother-in-law X DR, sit 
7. Leonardo pace L .to RU 
~. Leonardo turn to Wife, X to uc·, 
lOCI 
I . Wife rise; Leonardo X to Wife L 
~ . Wife and Leonardo exit L; Gir:l enter R, X to DR 
.. 
warn Cue#3b·and 
#3c 
warn baby 
( ---- -- -
.._ __ 
WIFE. Tomorrow. The weddfn will be within a month. 
I hope they're going to invite us. 
LEONARDO, gravely. I don't know. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. His mother, I think, wasn't very happy 
about the match. 
LEONARDO. Well, she may be right. She's a girl to be care-
ful with. 
WIFE. I don't like to have you thinking bad things about 
a good girl. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW, meaningfully. If he does, it's because 
he knows her. Didn't you know he courted her for three 
years? 
LEONARDO. But I left her. 
To his Wife. 
Are you going to cry now? Quit that! 
He brusquely pulls her hands away from her face. 
Let's go see the baby. 
They go in with their arms around each other. A Girl 
appears. She is happy. She enters running. 
GIRL. Senora. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. What is it? 
GIRL. The groom came to the store and he's bought t e 
best of everything they had. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. Was he alone? 
GIRL. No. With his mother. Stern, tall. 
She imitates her. 
And such extravagance! 
MOTHER-IN-LAw. They have money. 
GIRL. And they bought some open-work stockings! Oh, 
such stockings! A woman's dream of stockings! Look: a 
swallow here, 
She points to her ankle. 
a ship here, 
She points to her calf. 
and here, 
r \O 
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warn theme 
warn Cue#4 
ready Cue#3b 
#3o 
ready baby 
raady theme 
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She points to her thigh. 
a rose! 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. Child! 
GIRL. A rose with the seeds and the stem! Oh! All in silk. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. Two rich families are being brought 
together. 
Leonardo and his Wife appear. L 
GIRL. I came to tell you what they're buying. 
LEONARDO, loudly. We don't care. 
WIFE. Leave her alone. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. Leonardo, it's not that important. 
GIRL. Please excuse me. 
She leaves, weeping. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. Why do you always have to make 
trouble with people? 
LEONARDO. I didn't ask for your opinion . 
.He sits down. Uc of Table 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. Very well. 
Pause. 
WIFE, to Leonardo. What's the matter with you? What 
idea've you got boiling there inside your head? Don't leave 
me like this, not knowing anything. 
LEONARDO. Stop that. 
WIFE. No. I want you to look at me and tell me. 
LEONARDO. Let me alone. 
.He rises. Xto R 
WIFE. Where are you going, love? 
bab~---- LEONARDO, sharply. Can't you shut up? I 
MOTHER-IN-LAW, energetically, to her daughter. Be quiet! 
Cue #3.....__ 
theme 
Leonardo goes out. R 
'The baby! 
She ~oes jnto the be4toom I and comes out again with 
the baby in her arms. The Wife has remained standing, 
tttnmoving. 
I 
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I. . Girl X L to Leonardo 
2. Girl exit R; Leonardo X R 
3. Wife X, sit L of table 
4. Wife at . uc· 
5. Mother-in-law rise X L, exit, enter carrying child, X D R, sit 
.... 
I. Wife X D R 
2. Wife kneel L of Mother-in-law 
Cue #3c 
ready Cue #4 
ready gtJ.1t.aJr 
MOTHER-IN-LA • 
His poor hooves were bleeding, 
his long mane was frozen, 
and deep in his eyes 
stuck a silvery dagger. 
Down he went to the river, 
Oh, down he went down! 
And his blood was running, 
Oh, more than the water. 
WIFE, turning slowlu. as though dreamiT_!g. 
Carnation, sleep and dream, 
the horse is drinking from the stream. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. ' 
WIFE. 
My rose, asleep now lie 
the horse is starting to cry. 
Lullaby, my baby. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
Ay-y-y, for the big horse 
who didn't like water! 
W IFE, dramat·ically. 
Don't come near, don't come in! 
Go away to the mountains! 
Ay-y-y, for the snow-wound, 
big horse of the dawn! 
MOTHER-IN-LAW, weeping. 
My baby is sleeping ... 
WIFE, weeping, as she slowly moves closer. 
My baby is resting ... 
MOTHER-IN-LJ\\Y. 
Carnation, sleep and dream, 
the horse won't drink from the stream. 
WIFE, weeping, and leaning on the table. 
Cue #4·-----
gui ta:o?l 
3ct . 
My rose, asleep now lie, 
the horse is- ~tarting te er-y-. 
cut gui t!!_ 
Warn Cue,#5 
Warn guitar 
CUR AIN 
t I~ 
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2 
/ 
ready Cue#5 
ready guitar 
gu ita P----r 
3 t t I 
Cue #5---i 
cut gui tar-l 
ACT ONE 
SCENE 3 
Blood Wedding 
Interior of the cave where The Bride lit)es. At the back 
is a cross of large rose colored flowers. The round doors 
have lace curtains with rose colored ties. Around the 
walls, wl.ich are of a white and hard material, are round 
fans, blue jat;s, and little mirrors. 
----sERVANT. Come right in ... 
She is very affable, full of humble hypocrisy. The Bride-
groom and his Mother enter. The Mother is dressed in 
black satin and wears a lace mantilla; The Bridegroom in 
black corduroy with a great golden chain. 
Won't you sit down? They'll be right here. 
She leaves. The Mother and Son are left sitting motion-
less as statues.~~ 6ct 
MOTHER. Did you wear the watch? 
BRIDEGROOM. Yes. 
He takes it out and looks at it. 
MOTHER. We have to be back on time. How far away 
these people live! 
BRIDEGROOM. But this is good land. 
MOTHER. Good; but much too lonesome. A four hour 
trip and not one house, not one tree. 
BRIDEGROOM. This is the wasteland. 
MOTHER. Your father would have covered it with trees. 
BRIDEGROOM. Without water? 
MOTHER. He would have found some. In the three years 
we were married he planted ten cherry trees, 
Remembering. 
those three walnut trees by the- mill, a whole viueyan:l alld 
door! 
2 
I. Servant X to UC door, open ; . Mother -and Bridegroom step in · 
~. Servant indicate DR table and chairs; Mother X to DR table;, 
Bridegroom follow Mother; Bridegroom and Mother sit simultaneously 
respectively in chair UC and Rof table; Servant exit L 
I. Father leads sitting,: sit L of table 
a plant called Jdpiter wh 
dried up . 
..£.~ 3ct 
d .~Carlet flowers-hut it 
BRIDEGROOM, referring to The Bride. She must be dress-
ing. 
Whe Bride's Father enterJ:..He is very old, with shining 
-white hair. His head is bowed. TJ:,e Mother and the 
.Bridegroom rise. They shake hands in silevce. 
FATHER. Was it a long trip? 
MOTHER. Four hours. 
They sit down. 
FATHER. You must' have come the longest way. 
MOTHER. I'm too old to come along the cliffs by the 
river. 
BRIDEGROOM. She gets dizzy. 
Pause. 
FATHER. A good hemp harvest. 
BRIDEGROOM. A really good one. 
FATHER. When I was young this land didn't ever. grow 
hemp. We've had to punish it, even weep over it, to make 
it give us anything useful. 
MOTHER. But now it does. Don't complain. I'm not here 
to ask you for anything. 
FATHER, smiling. You're richer than I. Your vineyards 
are worth a fortune. Each young vine a silver coin. But-
do you know?-what bothers me is that our lands are 
separated. I like to have everything together. One thorn 
I have in my heart, and that's the little orchard there, 
stuck in between my fields-and they won't sell it to me 
for all the gold in the world. 
BRIDEGROOM. That's the way it always is. 
FATHER. If we could just take twenty teams of oxen and 
move your vineyards over here, and put them down on 
that hillside, how happy I'd be! 
MOTI-IER But why? 
, ' 
I 
so Blood Wedding 
FATHER. What's mine <is hen and what's yours is his. 
That's why. Just to see it all together. How beautiful it is 
to bring things together! 
BRIDEGROOM. And it would be less work. 
MOTHER. When I die, you could sell ours and buy here, 
right alongside. 
FATHER. Sell, sell? Bah! Buy, my friend, buy everything. 
If I had had sons I would have bought all this mountain-
side right up to the part with the stream. It's not good 
land, but strong arms can make it good, and since no people 
pass by, they don't steal your fruit and you can sleep in 
peace. 
Pause. 
MOTHER. You know what I'm here for. 
FATHER. Yes. 
MOTHER. And? 
FATHER. It seems all right to me. They have talked it 
over. 
MOTHER. My son has money and knows how to manage 
it. 
FATHER. My daughter too. 
MOTHER. My son is handsome. He's never known a 
woman. His good name cleaner than a sheet spread out 
in the sun. 
FATHER. No need to tell you about my daughter. At 
three, when the morning star shines, she prepares the 
bread. She never talks: soft as wool, she embroiders all 
kinds of fancy work and she can cut a strong cord with 
her teeth ... 
MOTHER. God bless her house. 
FATHER. May God bless it. 
The Servan!..E.EP..ears with two trays. One with drinks 
and the other with sweets. 
MOTHER, to The Son. When would you like the wedding? 
BRIDEGROOM. Next Thursday. 
I 
2 
' l.) 
I. Servant X L to R 
2. Servant enter R, place trays on DR table'1 stand UR 
I . Bride enter LX to C, . Bridegroom rise at Bride's entrance X to c· 
2 . Bride X DR to Mother , kneel 
FATHER. The day 
years old. 
wbicla lhe'll be exactly twenty-two 
MOTHER. Twenty-two! My oldest son would be that age 
if he were alive. Warm and manly as he was, he'd be 
living now if men hadn't invented knives. 
FATHER. One mustn't think about that. 
MOTHER. Every minute. Always a hand on your breast. 
FATHER. Thursday, then? Is that right? 
BRIDEGROOM. That's right. 
FATHER. You and I and the bridal couple will go in a 
carriage to the church which is very far from here; the 
wedding party on the, carts and horses they11 bring with 
them. 
MOTHER. Agreed. 
The Servant passes through. 
FATHER. Tell her she may come in now. 
To the Mother. 
I shall be much pleased if you like her. 
TAe Bride appears. Her hands fall in a modest pose and 
head is bowed. 
THER. Come here. Are you happy? 
BIUDE. Yes, senora. 
FAT HER. You shouldn't be so solemn. After all, she's 
going to be your mother. 
BRIDE. I'm happy. I've said "yes" because I wanted to. 
MOTHER. Naturally. 
She takes her by the chin. 
Look at me. 
FATHER. She resembles my wife in every way. 
MOTHER. Yes? What a beautiful glance! Do you know 
what it is to be married, child? 
BRIDE, seriously. I do. 
MOTHER. A man, some children and a wall two yards 
thick for everything else. 
BRIDEGROOM. Is anything elSe needed? 
...___ 
' 't) 
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warn Cue #6 
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MOTHER. No. Just that you· all live-that's it! Live long! 
BRIDE. I'll know how to keep my word. 
MOTHER. Here are some gifts for you. 
BRIDE. Thank you. 
FATHER. Shall we have something? 
MOTHER. Nothing for me. 
To the Son. 
But you? 
BRIDEGROOM. Yes, thank you. 
He takes one sweet, The Bride another. 
FATHER, to -z:he Bridegroom. Wine? 
MOTHER. He doesn't touch it. 
FATHER. All the better. 
Pause. All are standing. 
BRIDEGROOM, to The Bride. I'll come tomorrow. 
BRIDE. What time? 
BRIDEGROOM. Five. 
BRIDE. 111 be waiting for you. 
BRIDEGROOM. When I leave your side I feel a great empti-
ness, and something like a knot in my throat. 
BRIDE. When you are my husband you won't have it 
any more. 
BRIDEGROOM. That's what I tell myself. 
MOTHER. Come. The sun doesn't wait. 
To the Father. 
Are we agreed on everything? 
FATHER. Agreed. 
,. 
MOTHER, to The Servant. Goodbye, woman. 
SERVANT. God go with you! 
The Mother kisses The Bride and they begin to leave in 
silence. 
MOTHER, at the door. Goodbye, daughter. 
The Bride answers with .her hatJq. 
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I. All rise after · J'No"; Brideg room X to behind Bride, assists her 
to rise then retreats 3 steps U 
2. Father pass tray to Groom; Groom pass to Bride ; Father pla~es 
tray on table 
3. Mother X UC to door; Father fo~lows her to UC L of door 
4. Groom goes to door; Bride kneels before Mother U6 R of door 
I. Servant X to DL table, Carry gifts over to chair L of DR tabie 
Bride X U of chair L of DR table 
2. Servant X LC·; Bride Y to DC c to 
3. Servant X to Bride DC; hassle with Bride over gifts 
4. Servant X to L of C pacing slowly U; Bride X slowly u 
... 
low theme-r----1. 
Cue #6 I · 
FATHER . I'll go out 't 
They leave U (j do 0 r 
SERVANT. m bursting to see the presents. 
I 
low theme u~--
1 
warn horse 
I 
I 
I 
BRIDE, sharply. Stop that! 
SERVANT. Oh, child, show them to me. 
BRIDE. I don't want to. 
SERVANT. At least the stockings. They say they're all 
open work. Please! 
BRIDE. I said no. 
SERVANT. Well, my Lord. All right then. It looks as if 
you didn't want to get married. 
BRIDE, biting her hand in anger. Ay-y-yl 
SERVANT. Child, child! What's the matter with you? Are 
you sorry to give up your queen's life? Don't think of bitter. 
things. Have you any reason to? None. Let's look at 
presents. 
She takes...!J:!fL fuJ£ 
BRIDE, holding her by the wrists. Let go. 
SERVANT. Ay-y-y, girl! 
BRIDE. Let go, I said. 
SERVANT. You're stronger than a man. 
BRIDE. Haven't I done a man's work? I wish I were~ 
SERVANT. Don't talk like that. 
BRIDE. Quiet, I said. Let's talk about something else. 
The light..k_f_adi.ng from tb.e_stage...-.Long pause. 
SERVANT. Did you,.,.hear a horse last night? 
BRIDE. What time? 
SERVANT. Three. 
BRIDE. It might have been a stray horse-from the herd' .. 
SERVANT. No. It carried a rider. 
BRIDE. How do you know? 
SERVANT. Because I saw him. He was standing by your· 
window. It shocked me greatly. 
r t g 
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warn interim! 
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BIUDE. Maybe it wa1 my 8 ~. Sotbeli es he comes by 
at that time. 
SERVANT. No. 
BRIDE. You saw him? 
SERVANT. Yes. 
BRIDE. Who was it? 
cut theme~--------~~~~~~~~~ 
ready horse You liar! Why should he come 
ready blackou·tJ 
horse-
blacK:out :--
guitar 1 
?ct . 1 
-1--
house up 
Intermission 
Warn Cue #7 
·SERVANT, Lean out. Was it Leo-
nardo. 
ImiDE It was! I 
QUICK CURTAIN 
I . 
. . 2 . 
I. Servant X closer to Bride C 
2. Servant X quickly to RC'; Bride X R to door 
., 
II 
I. Servant enter L , , X Ul.,. take UL chair,, place 'nC; Bride sitting 
DR chair as lights rise, , moves to Servant placed chair Lc·, ·sits 
Servant circles Bride as she combs hair 
house at 2 
ready Cue.1 
wam gul ta:re 
ready guitar 
SCENE 1 
house down The entrance hall of The Bride's house. A large door in 
the back. It is night. The Bride enters wearing ruffled 
white petticoats full of laces and embroidered bands, and 
gui tar=n a sleeveless white bodice. The Servant is dressed the 
3 c t same !!l!:.Y. 
Cue # 1 - SERVANT. I'll finish combing your hair out here. 
BRIDE. It's too warm to stay in there. 
SERVANT. In this country it doesn't even cool off at 
dawn. 
The Bride sits on a low chair and looks into a little hand 
:ln-i"or. The Servant combs her hair. 
!IRIDE. My mother came from a place with lots of trees-
from a fertile country. 
SERVANT. And she was so happy! 
BRIDE. But she wasted away here. 
SERVANT. Fate. 
BRIDE. As we're all wasting away here. The very walls 
give off heat. Ay-y-y! Don't pull so hard. 
SERVANT. I'm only trying to fix this wave better. I want 
it to fall over your forehead. 
The Bride looks at herself in the mirror. 
How beautiful you are! Ay-y-y! 
She kisses her passionately. 
BRIDE, seriously. Keep right on combing. 
SERVANT, combing. Oh, lucky you-going to put your 
arms around a man; and kiss him; and feel his weight. 
R RIDE. Hush. 
---
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I. 
ready guitar cu~ 
cut gu1t8.{t' 
fade_L_ 
warn Ist . melody 
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SERVANT. And the best part will be when you'll wake up 
and you'll feel him at your side and when he caresses your 
shoulders with his breath, lif<e a Dttle nightingale's feather. 
BRIDE, sternly. Will you be quiet. 
SERVANT. But, child! What is a wedding? A wedding is 
just that and nothing more. Is it the sweets-or the 
bouquets of flowers? No. It's a shining bed and a man and 
a woman. 
BRIDE. But you shouldn't talk about it. 
SERVANT. Oh, that's something else again. But fun enough 
too. 
BRIDE. OJ; bitter enough. 
SERVANT. I'm going to put the orange blossoms on from 
here to here, so the wreath will shine out on top of your 
hair. 
She tries on the sprigs of orange blossom. 
i I 
BRIDE, looking at herself in the mirror. Give it to me. 
She takes the wreath, looks at it and lets her head fcill 
in discouragement. ____._ 
SERVANT. Now what's the matter? 
BRIDE. Leave me alone. 
SERVANT. This is no time for you to start feeling sad. 
Encouragingly. 
Give me the wreath. 
~~-tke 4.VF9ath..aRd hNPM it tt!:6ay. 
Child! You're just asking God to punish you, throwing the 
wreath on the floor like that. Raise your head! Don't you 
want to get married? Say it. You can still withdraw. 
The Bride rises. 
BRIDE. Storm clouds. A chill wind that cuts through my 
heart. Who hasn't felt it? 
SERVANT. You love your sweetheart, don't you? 
BRIDE. I love him. 
SERVANT. Yes, yes. I'm sure you do. 
BRIDE. But this is a very serious step. 
I. 
2 . 
I. Bride takes wre~th from Servant 
2. Bride hurls wreath UC and X DR; Servant rettieves , wreath, X to L. 
of Bride DR 
t2t 
I. Bride X to LC chair , sit; Servant finlsh combing hair 
2 . Bride rise 
3 . Servant dance around Bride straightening Bri'deS' 'dJJess 
4. Bride X L 
s. Servantxreplace chair LC to UL 
6 . Servant X to UC door; Leonardo enter , X diagonally to DR 
ready Ist • melody sERVANT. You've got to ta'keiit. ...,, --~ 
BRIDE. It.> ~ady given my word. 
SERVANT. I'll put on the wreath. 
Ist . melody·_ BRIDE, she sits down.l Hurry. They should be arriving by ' 
I now. 
volume up 
ready cut 
SERVANT. They've already been at least two hours on the 
way . . 
BRIDE. How far is it from here to the church? 
SERVANT. Five leagues by the stream, but twice that by 
the road. 
The Bride rises and The Servant grows excited as she 
looks at her. 
SERVANT. 
Awake, 0 Bride, awaken, 
On your wedding morning waken! 
The world's rivers may all 
Bear along your bridal Crown! 
BRIDE, smiling. Come now. 
SERVANT, enthusiastically kissing her and dancing around 
her. 
Awake, 
with the fresh bouquet 
of flowering laurel. 
Awake, 
by the trunk and branch 
of the laurels! ~~_ +: Ist. melod~y~~ · --~~ 
- - t: 
1 
[he [1angtng of the front door latch is heard. 
ready crowd song 
ready guitar 
· BRIDE. Open the dgor! That must be the first guests. 
She leaves. The Servant opens the door. 
SERVANT, in astonishment. You! 
LEONARDO. Yes, me. Good morning. 
SERVANT. The first one! 
LEONARDO. Wasn't I invited? 
SERVANT. Yes. 
LEONARDO. That~ why 'm here. 
-~-
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SERVANT. 'Where' S your WifeP 
LEONARDO. I came on my horse. She' ..mng by the 
road. 
SERVANT. Didn't you meet anyone? 
LEONARDO. I passed them on my horse. 
SERVANT. You're going to kill that horse with so much 
racing. 
LEONARDO. When he dies, he's dead! 
Pause 
SERVANT. Sit down. ,Nobody's up yet. 
LEONARDO. ere s the bride? 
SERVANT. I'm just on my way to dress her. 
LEONARDO. The bride! She ought to be happy! 
SERVANT, changing the subject. How's the baby? 
LEONARDO. What baby? 
SERVANT. Your son. 
LEONARDO, remembering, as though in a dream. Ahl 
SERVANT. Are they bringing him? 
crowd ..s.a.f ~-------J;::.=~.....:...:=~=...::;.;;= 
t-----
VOICES. 
crowd ·-=-·------Awake, 0 Bride, awaken, 
On your wedding morning waken! 
LEONARDO. 
crowd h~-------------- Awake, 0 Bride, awaken, 
On your wedding morning waken! 
SERVANT. It's the guests. They're still quite a way off. 
LEONARDO. The bride's going to wear a big wreath, isn't 
she? But it ought not to be so large. One a little smaller 
would look better on her. Has the groom already brought 
her the orange blossom that must be worn on the breast? 
BRIDE, appearing, still in petticoats and wearing the 
wreath. He brought it. 
SERVANT, sternly. Don't comeout like :that . 
• 
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I. During preceeding dliaiogue Leonardo moves to DH chairs, on 
"Sit down" 'he rests foot on chair 
2. Servant X U6 door 
3. Bride enter L 
., 
• 
I • . B r1 de L of C' 
2. Leonardo X closer to Bride 
3. Leonardo X to R"then back to Bride L of C 
4. Servant X to Leonardo; Leonardo push her UC; Sarvl:i.nt X to uc· door 
Bride X DL during hassle; Leonardo X to Bride DL 
~ . 
"" . . 
I 
warn Oue#7a 
BRIDE. Wli'at &ies it matter? 
Seriously. 
5Y 
Why do you ask if they b!ought the orange blossom? Do 
you have something in mind? 
LEONARDO. Nothing. What would I have in mind? 
Drawing near her. 
You, you know me; you know I don't. Tell me so. What 
have I ever meant to you? Open your memory, refresh it. 
But two oxen and an ugly little hut are almost nothing. 
That's the thorn. 
BRIDE. What have you come here to do? 
LEONARDO. To see your wedding. 
BRIDE. Just as I saw yours! 
· L EONARDO. Tied up by you, done with your two hand 
Oh, they can kill me but they can't spit on me. But eve8 
money, which shines so much, spits sometimes. 
:') 
2 
JJRIDE. Liar! 
~EONARDO. I don't want to talk. I'm hot-blooded and 3 
d'on't want to shout so all these hills will hear me. 
1BRIDE. My shouts would be louder. 
SERVANT. You'll have to stop talking like this. 
To The Bride. 
You don't have to talk about what's past. 
(]'he Servant looks around uneasily at the doors. 
BRIDE. She's right. I shouldn't even talk to you. But it 
offends me to the soul that you come here to watch me, 
and spy on my wedding, and ask about the orange blossom 
with something on your mind. Go and wait for your wife 
at the door. 
LEONARDO. But, can't you and I even talk? 
SERVANT, with rage. No! No, you can't talk. 
LEONARDO. Ever since I got married I've been thinking 
night and day about whose fault it was, and every time I 
think about it, out comes a new fault to eat up the old one; 
but always there's a fault leftf 
• 
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I 
warn crowd !st . 
melody 
ready·Cue#7a 
loud humf 
ready crowd 
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BRIDE. A man with a horse knows· a !Cib of things and 
can do a lot to ride roughshod over a girl stuck out in the 
desert. But I have my pride. And that's why I'm getting 
married. I'll lock myself in with my husband and then 
I'll have to love him above everyone else. 
LEONARDO. Pride won't help you a bit. 
He draws near to her. 
BRIDE. Don't come near mel 
LEONARDO. To burn with desire and keep quiet about it 
is the greatest punishment we can bring on ourselves. 
What good was pride to me-and not seeing you, and 
letting you lie awake night after night? No good! It only 
served to bring the fire down on mel You think that time 
heals and walls hide things, but it isn't true, it isn't true! 
When things get that deep inside you there isn't anybo~y 
can change them. . 
BRIDE, trembling. I can't listen to you. I can't listen to 
your voice. It's as though I'd drunk a bottle of anise and 
-fallen asleep wrapped in a quilt of roses. It pulls me along, 
and I know I'm drowning-but I go on down. 1 
SERVANT, seizing Leonardo by the lapels. You've got to 
go right now! 
LEONARDO. This is the last time I'll ever talk to her. 
Don't you be afraid of anything. 
BRIDE. And I know I'm crazy and I know my breast rots 
with longing; but here I am-calmed by hearing him, by 
just seeing him move his arms. 
LEONARDO. I'd never be eac if did~ltell you ~e l_o dy ___ these.-things.-1 goLmar · *o.u get man:i~ 
g marne 
crowd !st . 
Cue #7a 
VOICES. 
Awake, 0 Bride, awaken, 
On your wedding morning waken! 
BRIDE. 
Awake, 0 Bride, awak~, 
She goes out, rurming toward her room. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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I. Bride DL of c·1 Leonardo and Bride face to face 
2. Leonardo takes step closer to Bride; Bride X farther DL 
3. Leonardo X to behind Bride; takes tight hold on Bride's arm 
4. Bride breaks Leonardo's hold for an instant; he regains it 
s. Servant X DL,~rabs Leonardo to pull him away; Leonardo forcefully 
pushes her away and X UR of c·· 
6. Leonardo ~~k~ ~tep to C 
7. Bride exit L 
• 
t 2.S'" 
. 
I. Ist. girl and boy with guitar enter X UR of ~i Servant X C** 
2. 2d. girl, second boy with guitar, , and 3rd. girl enter UL of C; 
3rd. girl X DR 
3. 3rd. boy with guitar and guest enter; 3rd. boy X UL of c·· ; gues~ 
X UR; Ist. girl and Ist. boy with guitar X DR 
** Servant greets guests and creates general enthusiam by 
molzling from one to another throughout di§.logue 
..... 
. . . 
II 
interim guitar 
l 
· [ SERVANT. The people are here now. 
To Leonardo. 
Don't you come near her again. 
LEONARDO. Don't worry. 
He goes out to the left. Day begins to break. 
FIRST GIRL, entering. 
VOICES. 
Awake, 0 Bride, awaken, 
the morning you're to marry; 
sing round and dance round; 
balconies a wrea,th must carry. 
Bride, awaken! 
SERVANT, creating enthusiasm. 
Awake, 
with the green bouquet 
of love in flower. 
Awake, 
by the trunk and the branch 
of the laurels! 
SECOND GIRL, entering. 
Awake, 
with her long hair, 
snowy sleeping gown, 
patent leather boots with silver-
her forehead jasmines crown. 
SERVANT. 
Oh, shepherdess, 
the moon b,egins to shine! 
FIRST GIRL. 
Oh, gallant, 
leave your hat beneath the vine! 
FIRST YOUNG MAN, entering, holding his hat on high. 
Bride, awaken, 
for over the fields 
the wedding draws nigh 
with tra.ys heaped with dahli<~s 
and cakes led hi h. 
'------=-~-..,..,;; 
(2b 
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Ist . melody 
VOICES. 
Bride, awaken! 
SECOND GIRL. 
The bride 
has set her white wreath in place 
and the groom 
ties it on with a golden lace. 
SERVANT. 
By the orange tree, 
sleepless the bride will be. 
THIRD GIRL, entering. 
By the citron vine, 
gifts from the groom will shine. 
Three Guests come in. 
FIRS~.tbJ ~ I ~ 
Dove, ;J.akenl 
GUEST. 
In the dawn 
shadowy bells are shaken. 
The bride, the white bride 
today a maiden, 
tomorrow a wife. 
FIRST GIRL. 
Dark one, come down 
Blood Wedding 
trailing the train of your silken gown. 
GUEST. 
Little dark one, come down, 
cold morning wears a dewy crown. 
~GUEST. 
Awaken, wife, awake, 
orange blossoms the breezes shake. 
SERVANT. 
VOICES. 
A tree I would embroider her 
with garnet sashes wound, 
And on each sash a cupid, 
with "Long Live" all around. 
Bride, awaken. 
I 
127 
I. Servant at c-
I . Father enter L 
2 . Father X to R 
3. Father stands L of DR ehs1ea 
Ist. melody~-----
FIRST YOUTH. 
The morni~ . >:2Y're ..to marry! 
GUEST..:- __ _ 
The morning you're to marry 
how elegant you'll seem; 
worthy, mountain flower, 
of a captain's dream. 
FATHER, entering. 
A captain's wife 
the groom will marry. 
He comes with h~s oxen the treasure to carry! 
THIRD GIRL. 
The groom 
is like a flower of gold. 
When he walks, 
blossoms at his feet unfold. 
SERVANT. 
Oh, my lucky girl! 
I ' SECOND YOUTH. \ , 
Bride, awaken. 1 
SERVANT. 
Oh, my elegant girl! 
FIRST GIRL. 
Through the windows 
hear the wedding shout. 
SECOND GIRL. 
Let the bride come out. 
FIRST GIRL. 
Come out, COOle out! 
SERVANT. 
Let the bells 
ring and ring out clear! 
FIRST YOUTH, 
For here she comes! 
For now she's near! 
SERVANT. 
Like a bull. the w~dding 
is arising here! 
I 
2 
3 
guitar burst 
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_Hhe Bride apP.ears~ She wears a black dre:1s in the style f 1900, with a bustle and large train covered with leated gauzes and heavy laces. Upon her hair, brushed 
-T- - in a wave over her forehead, she wears an orange blos-
som wreath. Guitars sound. The Girls kiss The Bride. 
-- THIRD GIRL. What scent did you put on your hair? 
warn Cue #7b 
BRIDE, laughing. None at all. 
SECOND GIRL, looking at her dress. This cloth is what 
you can't get. 
FIRST YOUTH. Here's the groom! 
BRIDEGRooM. Saludl All echo 11 Salud" 
FIRST GIRL, putting a flower behind his ear. 
The groom 
is like a flower of gold. 
SECOND GIRL. 
Quiet breezes 
from his eyes unfold. 
The Groom goes to The Bride. 
BRIDE. Why did you put on those shoes? 
BRIDEGROOM. They're gayer than the black ones. 
LEONARDo's WIFE, entering and kissing The Bride. Saludl 
They all speak excitedly. 
LEONARDO, entering as one who performs a duty. 
The morning you're to marry 
We give you a wreath to wear. 
LEONARDO's WIFE. 
So the fields may be made happy 
,, with the dew dropped from your hair! 
MOTHER, to The Father. Are those people here, too? 
FATHER. They're part of the family. Today is a day of 
forgiveness! 
MOTHER. I'll put up with it, but I don't forgive. 
BRIDEGROOM. With your wreath, it's a joy to look at 
you! 
BRIDE. Let's go to the church quickly. 
' 1_. 
II 
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I. Bride enter L; 2d. and 3rd. girls X to Bride D L of C-t 
2. Groom and Mother enter U~ 
3. 2d. and 3rd. girls X to Groom UC 
4 • . Groom X to Bride D L of c~ 
5. Leonardo and Wife enter L , ~X to Bride D L of C 
6. Leonardo and Wifa X UL 
I. Groom, Bride, , Mother and Father ex.i t UC; . others follow slowly, . 
Servant ts last; Wife and Leonardo remain; Leonardo X DR chairs 
.... 
.. 
II 
!st. melody n 
warn Cue #8 
ready Cue #7~ 
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BRIDEGROOM. Afe ~U ifi a hurry? 
BRIDE. Yes. I want to be your wife tight now so that I 
can be with you alone, not hearing any voice but yours. 
BRIDEGROOM. That's what I want! 
BRIDE. And not seeing any eyes but yours. And for you 
to hug me so hard, that even though my dead mother 
should call me, I wouldn't be able to draw away from you. 
BRIDEGROOM. My arms are strong. I'll hug you for forty 
years without stopping. 
BRIDE, taking his arm, dramatically. Forever! 
FATHER. Q uk k ~I J Round up the teams and carts! 
e sun s a rea y out. 
M OTHER. And go along carefully! Let's hope nothing 
goes wrong. 
The great door in the background opens. 
SERVANT, weeping. 
As you set out from your house, 
oh, maiden white, 
remember you leave shining 
with a star's light. 
FffiST GffiL. 
Clean of body, clean of clothes 
from her home to church she goes 
They start leaving. 
SECOND GIRL. 
Now you leave your home 
for the church! 
SERVANT. 
The wind sets flowers 
on the sands. 
THIRD GffiL. 
Ah, the white maid! 
SERVANT. 
Dark winds are the lace 
cue #7b _ _,._ _______ of_he_r mantilla. 
f ~0 
I 
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volume down,.-___ C1 'hey leave !Guitars, castanets tmd Mmbourines are heard. 
hold eue #7b 
warn Crowd s nLg 
ready crowd 
crowd son&.-; 
ready Cue #8 
warn Crowd s n.g 
I 
I 
Leonardo and his Wife are left alone. 
WIFE.,Let"S go. ) 
LEONARDO. Where? 
WIFE. To the church. But not on your horse. You're 
coming with me. 
LEONARDO. In the cart? 
WIFE. Is there anything else? 
LEONARDO. I'm not the kind of man to ride in a cart. 
WIFE. Nor I the wife to go to a wedding without her 
husband. I can't stand any more of this! 
LEONARDO. Neither can I! 
WIFE. And why do you look at me that way? With a 
thorn in each eye. 
LEONARDO. Let's go! 
WIFE. I don't know what's happening. But I think, and 
I don't want to think. One thing I do know. I'm already 
cast off by you. But I have a son. And another coming. 
Anq s.o it .go~. ~~.mother's fate w.as the :same. Well, I'm 
not moving from here. 
Voices outside. 
VOICES. 
As you set out from your home 
and to the church go 
remember you leave shining 
with a star's glow. 
Wih, weeping. 
Remember you leave shining 
with a star's glow! 
I left my house like that too. They could have stuffed the 
whole countryside in my mouth. I was that trusting. 
LEONARDO, rising. Let's go! 
WIFE. But you with mel 
LEONARDO. Yes. 
Pause. 
I 
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I. Wife X to Leonardo DR 
2. Leonardo rise,face Wife 
Wife turn Aw~y from Leonardo, Face D 
4. I Leonardo takes Wife s arm, turns her to face him 
I . Wife and Leonardo exit U~ 
2 • . Servant moves table to table arranging for party 
Start moving! 
They leave. 
VOICES. crowd sons 
Cue #8 -----. As you set out from your home 
and to the church go, 
remember you leave shining 
with a star's glow. cut guitar 
5ct • . silence 
ready guitar 
ready Cue#9 
'SLOW CURT A?] 
ACT TWO 
SCENE 2 
The exterior of The Bride's Cave Home, in white £7"9 
and cold blue tones. Large cactus trees. Shadowy and 
lll~ttme8':-~-fJj-ligkt..-Um..Jabl.ela.n.ds~ every-
thing hard like a landscape in popular ceramics. 
SERVANT'Jawmging g~s.c.s amt t;.ays on a tableJ 
A-turning, 
the wheel was a-turning 
and the water was flowing, 
for the wec:Wing night comes. 
May the branches part 
and the moon be arrayed 
at her white balcony rail. 
In a loud voice. 
Set out the tablecloths! 
In a pathetic voice. 
A-singing, 
bride and groom were singing 
• 
I 
~~rvant onj 
2 
warn ~hange I 
to interim 
interim gui,a1!s: 
and the water was flowing 
for their wedding night comes. 
Oh, rime-frost, flashl-
and almonds bitter 
fill with honey! 
In a loud voice. 
Get the wine ready! 
In a poetic tone. 
Elegant girl, 
most elegant in the world, 
see' the way the water is flowing, 
for your wedding night comes. 
Hold your skirts close in 
under the bridegroom's wing 
and never leave your house, 
for the Bridegroom is a dove 
with his breast a firebrand 
and the fields wait for the whisper 
of spurting blood. 
A-turning 
the wheel was a-turning 
and the water was flowing 
and your wedding night comes. 
Oh, water, sparkle! 
MOTHER, ljntertng. _At JaSl[J._ 
FATHER. Are we the first ones? 
Blood Wedding 
SERVANT. No. Leonardo and his wife arrived a while ago. 
They drove like demons. His wife got here dead with 
fright. 1'hey made the trip as though they'd come on 
horseback. 
FATHER. That one's looking for trouble. He's not of good 
blood. 
MOTHER. What blood would you expect him to have? 
His whole family's blood. It comes down from his great 
grandfather, who started in killing, and it goes on down 
through the whole evil breed of knife wielding and false 
smiling men. ' 
II 
I 
2 
I. Mother enter UC~ with Father; Servant stand UB 
2. Mother slowly X to DR table; . Father follow 
133 
I. 
...... 
Mother and r~ather DR, father L., of Mother; &alking heard in dlstanc 
WI 
2. Mother sit chair ffof table; Father sit L of table 
' 
Mother and Father toast 
II 
I 
I 
warn crowd 1a1 
SERVANT. But how can she leave it at that? 
MOTHER. It hurts me to the tips of my veins. On the \ 
forehead of all of them I see only the hand with which 1 
they killed what was mine. Can you really see me? Don't I 
I seem mad to you? Well, it's the madness of not having 
shrieked out all my breast needs to. Always in my breast 
there's a shriek standing tiptoe that I have to beat down 
and hold in under my shawls. But the dead are carried 
off and one has to keep still. And then, people find fault. 
She removes her shawl. 
FATHER. Today's not the day for you to be remembering 
these things. 
MOTI:IER. When the talk turns on it, I have to speak. 
And more so today. Because today I'm left alone in my 
house. 
FATHER. But with the expectation of having someone 
~th you. 
MOTI:IER. That's my hope: grandchildren. 
They sit down. 
FA TI:IER. I want them to have a lot of them. This land 
needs hands that aren't hired. There's a battle to be waged 
against weeds, the thistles, the big rocks that come from 
one doesn't know where. And those hands have to be the 
owner's, who chastises and dominates, who makes the seeds 
grow. Lots of sons are needed. 
MOTHER. And some daughters! Men are like the wind! 
They're forced to handle weapons. Girls never go out into 
the street. ... 
FATI:IER, happily. I think they'll have both. 
MOTI:IER. My son will cover her well. He's of good seed. 
gh lis father could have had many sons with me. 
FATHER. What I'd like is to have all this happen in a 
ay . So that right away they'd have two or three boys. 
MOTI:IER. But it's not like that. It takes a long time. That's 
vhy it's so terrib~ aes Qae'.s. Q.Wn blood spilled out on 
, 
t3t 
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crowd laugh-
iu1 tar val \1me 
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the ground. A fountain thl!t- ipurt fer a ndnute, but t'!O!ts 
us years. When I got to my son, he lay fallen in the middle 
of the street. I wet my hands with his blood and licked 
them with my tongue-because it was my blood. You don't 
know what that's like. In a glass and topaze shrine I'd put 
the earth moistened by his blood. 
FATHER. Now you must hope. My daughter is wide-
hipped and your son is st~ong_. _ 
- --;,roTIIER. Th~t's ~h I'm h<?~· 
They rise. 
FATHER., Get the wheat trays ready! 
SERVANT. They're all ready. 
-~~·-· LEONARDO's WIFE, entering. May it be for the best! 
MOTHER. Thank you. 
LEONARDO. Is there going to be a celebration? 
FATIIER. A small one. People can't stay long. 
SERVANT. Here they are! 
-,--~L .. uests begin entering in gay groups. The Bride ana 
Groom come in arm-in-arm. Leonardo leaves. 
BRIDEGROOM. There's never been a wedding with so 
many people! 
BRIDE, sullen. Never. 
FATIIER. It was brilliant. 
MOTHER. Whole branches of families came. 
BRIDEGROOM. People who never went out of the house. 
MOTHER. Your father sowed well, and now you're reap· 
ing it. 
a'~IDEGROOM. There were cousins of mine whom I no 
longer knew. 
MOTHER, All the people from the seacoast. 
BRIDEGROOM, happily. They were frightened of the 
horses 
They talk. 
___ ....., ... oTHEB. to...Ihe ..Bride-What are you thinking about? 
BRIDE. I'm not thinking ~l araything 
I 
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I. Father rise 
2. Leonardo and ~ife enter uc, X to DR 
3. Bride and Groom X DC'' after entrance UC; crowd enter UC, gets food 
and drinl:i LC table, disperses into groups UL,, UR, ~ and DL 
4. Groom X to g~oup UR; Mother X to gride D~; Father X UR 
II 
I. Crowd and guitar heard off stage ; Servant exit L 
2. Mother X to father RC; Leonardo and Wife enter B , . X UL 
e 3. 6rowd ex+ts ~n small groups and singul~rly UC and R 
Mother sits chair R of teble; Neighbor(guest)enters R sits U of M, 
Father exits UC 
4. Groom X to Bride DC; members of crowd enter, go to food, talk and 
exit during Groom-Bride dialogue 
R 
5. !st. and ~d. girls enter X to Bride; girls and Bride exit R 
6. Groom X UlL and to table LC; Groom cirihlea table during conversati 
With Wife; Wife sits R of table LC ' 
MOTHER 
Guitars are heard. 
BRIDE. Like lead. 
MOTHER, stem. But they shouldn't weigh so. Happy as a 
dove you ought to be. 
ready dane e guitar BRIDE. Are you staying here tonight? 
I 
MOTHER. No. My house is empty. 
BRIDE. You ought to stay! 
dance guitar FATHER, t.£.Ihe Mother. (Look at the dance they're form-
ing. Dances of the far away seashore. 
Leonardo enters and sits down. His Wife stands rigidly 
behind him. 
MOTHER. They're my husband's cousins. Stiff as stones 
at dancing. 
FATHER. It makes me happy to watch them. What a 
change for this house! 
He leaves. 
BRIDEGROOM, to The Bride. Did you like the orange 
plossom? 
BRIDE, looking at him fixedly. Yes. 
BRIDEGROOM. It's all of wax. It will last forever. I'd like 
you to have had them all over your dress. 
BRIDE. No need of that. 
Leonardo goes off to the right. 
FIRST GIRL. Let's go and take out your pins. 
BRIDE, to The Groom. I'll be right back. 
LEONARDO's WIFE. ,J: hope you'll be happy with my 
cousin! 
BRIDEGROOM. I'm sure I will. 
LEONARDo's WIFE. The two of you here; never going out; 
building a home. I wish I could live far away like this, tool 
BRIDEGROOM. Why don't you buy land? The mountain-
side is cheap and children grow up better. 
LEONARDo's WIFE. We don't have any money. And at 
the rate we're.ll.e~f:l;.'l 
I 
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BRIDEGROOM. Y:OfJ.l"ftl\ttJfjfiii8'1i. "-.li.•lltJtfi!I' WM1fer. 
LEONARDo's WIFE. Yes, but likes to fly around too 
much; from one thing to another. He's not a patient man. 
SERVANT. Aren't you having anything? I'm going to wrap 
up some wine cakes for your mother. She likes them sn 
much. 
BRIDEGROOM. Put up three dozen for her. 
LEONARDo's WIFE. No, no. A half-dozen's enough for 
her! 
BRIDEGROOM. He must be with the guests . 
..,;U~~-_,_,_.....,._._ LEONARDO's WIFE. I'm going to gQ.see 
She leaves. 
SERVANT~ looking_ off at the danc_fJ_. That's beautiful there. 
BRIDEGROOM. Aren't you dancing? 
SERVANT. No one will ask me. 
Two Girls pass across the back of the stage; during this 
whole scene the background should be an animated cro -
ing of figures. 
" BRIDEGROOM, happily. They just don't know anything. 
Lively old girls like you dance better than the young ones. 
SERVANT. Weill Are you tossing me a compliment, boy? 
What a family yours is! Men among men! As a little girl I 
saw your grandfather's wedding. What a figure! It seemed 
as if a mountain were getting married. 
BRI~GROOM. J'm not as tall. 
SERVANT. But there's the same twinkle in your eye. 
Where's the girl? 
BRIDEGROOM. Taking off her wreath. 
SERVANT. Ahl Look. For midnight, since you won't be 
sleeping, I have prepared ham for you, and some large 
glasses of old wine. On the lower shelf of the cupboard. 
In case you need it. 
'iiRIDEGROOM, smiling. I won't be eat;ng t midnight. 
I 
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I. 
2. 
4. 
Servant enter L 
Wife rise 
Wife exit UC; Mother and Neighbor exit UC: Groom X DL of C; .servant 
X to Groom after "Aren 1 t you dancing11 
Servant X UL followed by Groom 
I. I st. boy and 3rd. boy enter UC, X to Groom U1 ; Servant exit L 
2. Groom and ~oys exit UC, then Bride enters LX to C; Iet. and 2d. 
girls enter R X to Bride C 
3. Bride followed by girls X to table R; Leonardo enter R X to .UL 
up + 
down 
. I 
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.SERVANT, slyly. If notyoiJ; maybe the bride. 
She leaves. 
FIRST YOUTH, entering. You've got to come have a drink 
'with us! 
BRIDEGROOM. I'm waiting for the bride. 
SECOND YOUTH. You'll have her at dawn! 
FIRST YOUTH. That'S when it's best! 
SECOND YOUTH. Just for a minute. 
BRIDE,?R~OM. )L:!' ~go.) 
They leave. Great excitement is heard. The Bride enters. 
From the opposite side Two Girls come running to meet 
her. 
FIRST GIRL. To whom did you give the first pin; me or 
s one? 
BRIDE. I don't remember. 
FIRST GIRL. To me, you gave it to me here . 
SECOND GIRL. To me, in front of the altar. 
BRIDE, uneasily, with a great inner struggle. I don't know 
anything about it. 
FIRST GIRL. It's just that I wish you'd ... 
BRIDE, interrupting. Nor do I care. I have a lot to think 
about. 
SECOND GIRL. Your pardon. 
Leonardo crosses at the rear of the stage. 
BRIDE, she sees Leonardo. And this is an upsetting time. 
FIRST GIRL. We wouldn't know anything about that! 
BRIDE. You'll know about it when your time comes. This 
step is a very hard one to take. 
FIRST GIRL. Has she offended you? 
BRIDE. No. You must pardon me. 
SECOND GIRL. What for? But both the pins are good fw 
getting married, aren't they? 
BRIDE. Both of them. 
I 
2 
3 
FIRST GIRL. Maybe now -one will get married before the \ 
other. 
BRIDE. Are you so eager? 
SECOND GIRL, shyly. Yes. 
BRIDE. Why? 
FIRST GIRL. Well ... 
She embraces The Second Girl. Both go running off. 
The Groom comes in very slowly and embraces The 
Bride from behind. 
BRIDE, in sudden fright. Let go of me! 
BRIDEGROOM. Are you frightened of me? 
BRIDE. Ay-y-y! It's you? 
BRIDEGROOM. Who else would it be? 
Pause. 
Your father or me. 
BRIDE. That's true! 
BRIDEGROOM. Of course, your father would have hugged 
you more gently. 
BRIDE, darkly. Of course! 
BRIDEGROOM, embracing her strongly and a little bit 
brusquely. Because he's old. 
BRIDE, curtly. Let me go! 
BRIDEGROOM. Why? 
He lets her go. 
BRIDE. Well ... the people. They can see us . 
The Servant crosses at the back of the stage again with-
out looki~ at The Bride and Bridegroom. 
BRIDEGROOM. What of it? It's consecrated now. 
BRIDE. Yes, but let me be ... Later. 
BRIDEGROOM. What's the matter with you? You look 
frightened! 
I 
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BRIDE. I'm all right. Don't go. 4 
Leonardo's Wife enters. 
LEONARDO's WIFE. I don't mean to intrude , , , 
I. Groom enter UC; Leonardo X UR and exit R 
2. Groom X DR to Bride, embraces her from behind; Bride rise .X c· 
3. Bride and Groom X DL 
4. Wife enter R 
-
I. Wife X DL 
2. Wife exit UC; Servant enter L, X DL 
3. Servant exit R 
4. Bride X to L doorway 
5. Mother enter UC~ X to table LC, sit R of table 
up 
down 
warn classical 
guitar 
I 
ready class cal 
classical~---
BRIDEGROOM. What is it? 
LEONARDo's WIFE. Did my husband come through here? 
BRIDEGROOM. No. 
LEONARDo's WIFE. Because I can't find him, and his horse 
isn't in the stable either. 
BRIDEGROOM, hapTJ.iltj. He must be <2!!_t racin~ 
The Wife leaves, troubled . ..I_he Servant enter~. J 
SERVANT. Aren't you two proud and happy with so many 
good wishes? 
BRIDEGROOM. I wish it were over with. The bride is a 
little tired. 
SERVANT. That's no way to act, child. 
BRIDE. It's as though I'd been struck on the head. 
SERVANT. A bride from these mountains must be strong. 
To The Groom. 
You're the only one who can cure her, because she's 
yours. 
She goes running off. 
BRIDEGROOM, embracing The Bride. Let's go dance a 
'ttle. 
He kisses her. 
BRIDE, worried. No. I'd like to stretch out on my bed a 
little. 
BRIDEGROOM. 111 keep you company. 
BRIDE. Never! With all these people here? What would 
they say? Let me be quiet for a moment. 
BRIDEGROOM. What~yer you say! But don't be like that 
tonight! 
BRIDE, at the door. I'll be better tonight. 
BRIDEGROOM. That's what I want. 
Ehe...Mother appears. 
MOTHER. Son. 
BRIDEGROOM. Where've you been? 
MOTHER. Out tb.e-in all that noise. Are you happy? 
I 
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BRIDEGROOM. Yes. 
MOTHER. Where' s your wife? 
BRIDEGROOM. Resting a little. It's a bad day for brides! 
MOTHER. A bad day? The only good one. To me it was 
like coming into my own. 
The Servant enters and goes toward The Bride's room. 
Like the breaking of new ground; the planting of new 
trees. 
BRIDEGROOM. Are you going to leave? 
MOTHER. Yes. I ought to be at home. 
BRIDEGROOM. Alone. 
MOTHER. Not alone. For my head is full of things: of 
men, and fights. 
BRIDEGROOM. But now the fights are no longer fights. 
The Servant enters quickly; she disappears at the rear 
of the stage, running. 
MOTHER. While you live, you have to fight. 
BRIDEGROOM. fll always obey you! 
MOTHER. Try to be loving with your wife, and if you s 
she's acting foolish or touchy. caress her in a way that 
hurt her a little: a strong hug, a bite and then a soft kiss. 
Not so she'll be angry, but just so she'll feel you're the 
man, the boss, the one who gives orders. I learned that 
from your father. And since you don't have him, I have to 
be the one to tell you about these strong defenses. 
BRIDEGROOM. fll always do as you say. 
FA~R, entering. Where's my daughter? 
BRIDEGROOM. She'S inside. 
The Father goes to look for her. 
FIRST GIRL. Get the bride and groom! We're going to 
dance a round I 
FIRST YOUTH, to The Bridegroom. You're going to lead it. 
FATHER, entering. She's not there. 
BRIDEGROOM. No? ' , 
FA1'RER. She must have gone up to the railing. 
I 
2 
3 
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5 
I. Groom X R of Mother 
2. Servant enter U(t X exit L 
3. Groom kneel at Mothers feet 
4. Father enter 'R, X L, exit L; Mother rise X H 
5. I st. girl enter uc-; exit UC 
Father enter L 
\4-1 
I. Groom exit R; Ist. girl enter UC, exit UC 
2. Groom enter R, X RC then exit UC 
3. Servant enter L, X to Father UL of C 
4. Groom enter R,X RC; Mother X R of c-
5. Wife enter UC X C; Wife after speech X UL_ 
6. Mother X C"; Groom X uc~ then""'J{; Mother X URC' 
7. Groom X URC; , exit UC'"' 
BRIDEG 
up·----~~-=--He leaves. A hubbub of exciterhent lttid guitars is heard. 
warn Cue #IO 
ready guitar m: · 
FIRST GIRL. They've started it already! 
She leaves. 
BRIDEGROOM, entering. She isn't there. 
MOTHER, uneasily. Isn't she? 
FATHER. But where could she have gone? 
SERVANT, entering. But where's the girl, where is she? 
MOTHER, seriously. That we don't know. 
The Bridegroom leaves. , Three guests enter. 
FATHER, dramatically. But, isn't she in the dance? 
SERVANT. She's not in the dance. 
FATHER, with a start. There are a lot of people. Go look! 
SERVANT. I've already looked. 
FATHER, tragically. Then where is she? 
BRIDEGROOM, entering. Nowhere. Not anywhere. 
MOTHER, to The Father. What does this mean? Where 
is your daughter? 
Leonardo's Wife enters 
LEONARDo's WIFE. They've run away! They've run away! 
She and Leonardo. On the horse. With their arms around 
each other, they rode off like a shooting star! 
FATHER. That's not true! Not my daughter! 
MOTHER. Yes, your daughter! Spawn of a wicked mother, 
and he, he too. But now she's my son's wife! 
BRIDEGROOM, entering. Let's go after them! Who has a 
horse? 
MOTHER. Who has a horse? Right away! Who has a 
a rn. pass 1 on gui ta. parse? I'll give him all I have-my eyes, my tongue 
even .... 
VOICE. Here's one. 
MOTHER, to The Son. Go! After them! 
He leaves with two young men. 
No. Don't go. Those people kill quickly and well ... but 
yes, run, and I'll follow! 
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FATHER. It couldn't be my ~ghter. Pedaaps she's 
thrown herself in the well. 
MOTHER. Decent women throw themselves in water; not 
that one! But now she's my son's wife. Two groups. There 
are two groups here. 
They all enter. 
My family and yours. Everyone set out from here. Shake 
the dust from your heels! We'll go help my son. 
The people separate into two groups. 
~~ .. ~~m·~:~~--~--~~--~ 
On all roads. The 
CURTAIN 
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SCENE 1 
A forest. It is nighttime. Great moist tree trunks. A dark 
atmos here. Two violins are heard. Three Woodcutters 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. And have they found them? 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. No. But they're looking for them 
Fvepr0?ere. WOODGUT~R.-Th.eyJL.find _them. I 
t . S,C ND WOODCUTTER. Sh-h-h! 
1 ~ WOODCUTTER. What? 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. They seem to be coming closer on 
all the roads at once. 
I F IRST wooDCUTTER} When the moon comes out they'll 
see them. 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. They ought to let them go. 
:4. F IRST WOODCUTTER. The world is wide. Everybody can 
live in it. 
... 'wooDCU.:crER • .But they'll kill them. 
~ wooDCUTTER. You have to follow your passion. 
~ right to run away,, 
'J. W OODCUTTER. They were deceiving themselves but 
at tf e ast blood was stronger. 
WOODCUTTER. 'Blood! 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. YOU have to follow the path of your 
blood. 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. But blood that sees the light of 
day is drunk up by the earth. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. What of it? Better dead with the 
blo d drained a}Yay than alive with it rotting 
L 
WOODCUTTE:fi. Hush! 
So 
down-----}-------
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FIRST l£QQDCUTTER. Wbat~ Do you hear something? 
~ wooDCUTTER. I hear the crickets, the frogs, the 
ready Cue #IIa 
up 
Cue #IIa 
up 
down ~..,_ ___ _ 
warncG'ue #I rb 
bight's ambush. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER, But not the horse. 
~ wooDCUTTER. No. 
FIR¥ WOODCUTTER. By now he must be loving her. ~wooDCUTTER. Her body for him; his body for her. 
-.-al!> WOODCUTTER. They'll find them and they'll kill 
them. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER, But by then they'll have mingled 
their bloods. They'll be like two empty jars, like two dry 
arroyos. 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. There are many clouds and it 
would be easy for the moon not to come out. buT . 
~ WOODCUTTER. The bridegroom will find them with 
or without the moon. I saw him set out. Like a raging star. 
His face the color of ashes. He looked the fate of all his 
clan. t, 
FIRST wooDCUTTER. His clan of dead men lying in the 
middle of the street. 
~D WOODCUTTER. There you have it! 
· WOODCUTTER. You think they'll be able to break 
through the circle? 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. h t's hard tal There are knives and 
guns for ten leagues 'round. 
~WOODCUTTER. He's riding a good horse. 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. But he's carrying a WOman. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. We're close by now. 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. A tree with forty branches. We1l 
soon ~t it down. 
~ wooDCUTTER. The moon's coming_ out_ ~ Let's 
hurry. 
From the left shines a brightness. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. 
0 risfiig moon! 
Moon among the great leaves. 
ready Cue #Ilb 
Cue #I b 
warn ~'Uie #I I c 
ready Cue 
~ue #IIc dow 
rarn Cue #IId 
#IIe 
1 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. 
Cover the blood with jasmines! 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. 
0 lonely moon! 
Moon among the great leaves. 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. 
Silver on the bride's face. 
THIRD WOODCUTTER. 
0 evil moon! 
Leave for their love a branch in shadow. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. 
0 sorrowing moon! 
Leave for their love a branch_ i_n sha<I'OW. 
They go out. The Moon appears through the shining-
brightness at the left. The Moon is a young woodcutte 
with a white face. The stage takes on an intense blue 
radiance. 
MOON. 
Round swan in the river I 
and a cathedral's eye, 
false dawn on the leaves, 
they'll not escape; these things am II 
Who is hiding? And who sobs 
in the thornbrakes of the valley? 
The moon sets a knife 
abandoned in the air 
which being a leaden threat 
yearns to be blood's pain. 
Let me in! I come freezing 
down to walls and windows! 
Open roofs, open breasts 
where I may warm myself! 
I'm cold! My ashes 
of somnolent metals 
seek the fire's crest 
on mountains and streets. 
But thc:t 
upon its mottled back 
ready Cue#I d 
#lie 
Cue #~c 
down 
Cue #IIe 
ready Cue/iiif. 
#IIg 
and pools soak me 
in their water, hard and cold. 
But this night there will be 
red blood for my cheeks, 
and for the reeds that cluster 
at the wide feet of the wind. 
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Let there be neither shadow nor bower, 
and then they can't get away! 
0 let me enter a breast 
' 
To .tb.e Jm.zn.ches. 
I want no shad;J My rays 
must get in everywhere, 
even among the dark trunks I want 
the whisper of gleaming lights, 
so that this night there will be 
sweet blood for my cheeks, 
and for the reeds that cluster 
at the wide feet of the wind . 
...wfu> is hiding? Out, I say! 
__ ...;;.:.......;..;_ ________ ...~lwf.uuoLU'They will not get away! 
I will light up the horse 
with a_feyer bri ht as di.a~mmds. 
He disappears among the trunks, and the stage goes back 
to its dark lighting. An Old Woman comes out completely 
covef"ed by thin green cloth. She is barefooted. Her face 
can barely be seen among the folds. This character does 
not appear in the cast. 
BEGGAR WOMAN. 
That moon's going 3Wiijll just when they's near. 
They won't get past here. The river's whisper 
and the whispering tree trunks will muffie 
the torn flight of their shrieks. 
It has to be.llere._ a r.:, ----ut. 
I . Groom followed by 3rd. boy enter L X toR 
ready Cue . II #II~ 
I 
'I 
up 
t:ue#IIiJ 
down 
I 
eady 0ue #II j . 11 
. I 
horse up 
. up 
Cue# II j down 
horse down 
I 
l 
Tll6lel•ti1S,.are.e!Hly,. and white sheets 
wait on the floor of the bedroom 
for heavy bodies with torn throats. 
Let not one bird awake, let the breeze, 
gathering their moans in her skirt, 
fly with them over black tree tops 
or bury them in soft mud., 
Impatiently. 
Oh, that moon! That moon! 
The Moon appears. The intense blue light returns. 
_ MQ.QH.. ..They.ie_coming. One band through the ravine 
and the other along tl}e river. I'm going to light up the 
boulders. What do you need? 
BEGGAR WOMAN. Nothing. 
MOON. The wind blows hard now, with a double edge. 
BEGGAR WOMAN. Light up the waistcoat and open the 
buttons; the knives will know the path after that. 
M OON. 
But let them be a long time a-dying. So the blood 
will slide its delicate hissing between my fingers. 
Look how my ashen valleys already are waking 
in.lwlging for this fountain of shuddering gus~ 
BEG~MAH.. Let's not le.t thetnl get past the arroyo • 
Silence! 
MOO &ttm"e they co.IKe!;f 
He goes. The stage is left dark. 
_ BE.GGAR WOMAN. Quick! Lots of light! Do you hear me? 
They can't get away! 
The Bridegroom Mnd The First Youth enter. The Beggar 
Woman sits down and covers herself with her cloak. 
BRIDEGROOM. This way. 
FIRST YOUTH. You won't find them. 
BRIDEGROOM, angrily. Yes, I'll find them. 
FIRST YOUTH. I think they've taken another path. 
lllUDE GROOM. No. J .. moment ago I felt the galloping. 
II 
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FIRST YOUTH. Jt could havd been 'MltWtiftet. Jlorf!elt 
BRIDEGROOM, intensely. Listen to me. There's only one 
horse in the whole world, and this one's it. Can't you 
understand that? If you're going to follow me, follow me 
without talking. 
FIRST YOUTH. It's only that I want to ... 
BRIDEGROOM. Be quiet. I'm sure of meeting them there. 
Do you see this arm? Well, it's not my arm. It's my 
brother's arm, and my father's, and that of all the dead 
ones in my family. And it has so much strength that it 
can pull this tree up by the roots, if it wants to. And let's 
move on, because here I feel the clenched teeth of all my 
people jn me So that I can't breathe easily j 
BEGGAR WOMAN, whining. Ay-y-y! 
FIRST YOUTH. Did you hear that? 
BRIDEGROOM. You go that way and then circle back. 
FIRST YOUTH. This is a hunt. 
BRIDEGROOM. A hunt. The greatest hunt there is. 
The Youth goes off. The Bridegroom goes rapidly to the 
left and stumbles over The Beggar Woman, Death. 
BEGGAR WOMAN. Ay-y-y! 
BRIDEGROOM. What do you want? 
BEGGAR WOMAN. J'm cold. 
BRIDEGROOM. Which way are you going? 
BEGGAR WOMAN, always whining like a beggar. Over 
there, far away . . . 
BRIDEGROOM. Where are you from? 
BEGGAR WOMAN. Over there ... very far away. 
BRIDEG:ftOOM. Have you seen a man and a woman run-
ning away on a horse? 
BEGGAR WOMAN, awakening. Wait a minute . , , 
She looks at him. 
Handsome young man. 
She rises. 
But you'd be much handssmer l!1eepi.ug. 
BRIDEGROOM. Tell me; answer me. Did you see them? 
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I. Beggarwoman cro~hing DL 
2. Groom X DL to R of Beggarwoman 
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I . Woodcutters X L to R behind back wall 
up 
horse up 
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BEGGAR WOMAN. Wait a minute .•• What broad shoul-
ders! How would you like to be laid out on them and not 
have to walk on the soles of your feet which are so small? 
BRIDEGROOM, shaking her. I asked you if you saw them! 
Have they passed through here? 
BEGGAR woMAN, energetically. No. They haven't passed; 
but they're coming from the hill. Don't you hear them? 
BRIDEGROOM. No. 
BEGGAR WOMAN. Do you knOW the road? 
BRIDEGROOM. I'll go, whatever it's like! 
BEGGAR WOMAN. I'll go along with you. I know tl.b 
country. 
BRIDEGROOM, impatiently. Well, let's go! Which way? 
BEGGAR WOMAN, dramatically. This way! 
They go rapidly out. wo violins, wnrc1ri'epresent th(J 
forest, are heard distantly. The Woodcutters return. They 
have their axes on their shoulders. They move slowly 
among the tree trunks. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. 
0 rising death! 
Death among the great leaves. 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. 
Don't open the gush of blood! 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. 
0 lonely death! 
Death among the dried leaves. 
THIRD WOODCUTTER. 
Don't lay flowers over the wedding! 
SECOND WOODCUTTER. 
0 sad death! 
Leave for their love a green branch. 
FIRST WOODCUTTER. 
0 evil death! 
Leave for their love a branch of green! \ 
They go out while they are talking. Leonardo and The 
Bride appear. 
fSO 
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LEONARDO. 
Hush! 
:BRIDE. 
From here I'll go on alone. 
You go now! I want you to turn back. 
LEONARDO. 
BRIDE. 
Hush, I said! 
With your teeth, with your hands, anyway 
you can, 
take from my clean throat 
the metal of this chain, 
and let me live forgotten 
back there in my house in the ground. 
And if you don't want to kill me 
as you would kill a tiny snake, 
set in my hands, a bride's hands, 
the barrel of your shotgun. 
Oh, what lamenting, what fire, 
sweeps upward through my head! 
What glass splinters are stuck in my tongue! 
LEONARDO. 
BRIDE. 
We've taken the step now; hush! 
because they're close behind us, 
and I must take you with me. 
Then it must be by force! 
LEONARDO. 
BRIDE. 
By force? Who was it first 
,;-rent down the stairway? 
I went down it. 
LEONARDO. 
And who was it put 
a new bridle on the horse'i' 
BRIDE. 
I myself did it. It's true. 
II 
I 
I. Leonardo and Bride enter R 
I 
I 
horse up., 
horse down...,. 
LEONARDO. 
BRIDE. 
And whose were the hands 
strapped spurs to my boots? 
TI1e same hands, these that are yours, 
but which when they see you would like 
to break the blue branches 
and sunder the purl of your veins. 
I love you! I love you! But leave mel 
For if I were able to kill you 
I'd wrap you 'round in a shroud 
with the edges '!;>ordered in violets. 
Oh, what lamenting, what fire, 
sweeps upward through my head! 
LEONARDO. 
What .glass splint.ets...~wck in my toug!.!el 
Because I tried to forget you 
and put a wall of stone 
between your house and mine. 
It's true. You remember? 
And when I saw you in the distance 
I threw sand in my eyes. 
But I was riding a horse 
and the horse went straight to your door. 
And the silver pins of your wedding 
turned my red blood black. 
And in me our dream was choking 
my flesh with its poisoned weeds. 
Oh, it isn't my fault-
the fault is the earth's-
and this fragrance that you exhale 
from your breasts and your braids. 
warn Cue # IIm 
warn Cue#! 
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then you tell me to go back 
and I follow you, 
like chaff blown on the breeze. 
I have left a good, honest man, 
and all his people, 
with the wedding feast half over 
and wearing my bridal wreath. 
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But you are the one will be punished 
and that I don't want to happen. 
Leave me alone now! You run away! 
There is no one who will defend you. 
LEONARDO. 
The birds of early morning 
are calling among the trees. 
The night is dying 
on the stone's ridge. 
Let's go to a hidden corner 
where I may love you forever, 
for to me the people don't matter, 
nor the venom they throw on us. 
He embraces her strongly. 
BRIDE. 
And I'll sleep at your feet, 
to watch over your dreams. 
Naked, looking over the fields, 
as though I were a bitch. 
Because that's what I am! Oh, I look at you 
and your beauty sears me. 
LEONARDO. 
BRIDE. 
Fire is stirred by fire. 
·'The same tiny flame 
will kill two wheat heads together. 
Let's go! 
Where are you taking me? 
LEONARDO. 
Where they cannot come, 
these men wbt9~unti ifts: 
Where I can look at you! 
153 
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BRIDE, sarcastically. 
Carry me with you from fair to fair, 
a shame to clean women, 
so that people will see me 
with my wedding sheets 
on the breeze like banners. 
LEONARDO. 
I, too, would want to leave you 
if I thought as men should. 
But wherever you go, I go. 
You're the same. Take a step. Try. 
Nails of moonlight have fused 
my waist and your. thighs. 
This whole scene is violent, full of great sensuality. 
BRIDE. 
Listen! 
LEONARDO. 
BRIDE. 
They're coming. 
Run! 
It's fitting that I should die here, 
with water over my feet, 
with thorns upon my head. 
And fitting the leaves should mourn me, 
a woman lost and virgin. 
LEONARDO. 
Be quiet. Now they're appearing. 
BRIDE. 
Go now! 
LEONARDO. 
Quiet. Don't let them hear us. 
The Bride hesitates. 
BRIDE, 
Both of us! 
LEONARDO, embracing her. 
Any way you want! 
If they separate u,s, it wW ~ 
because I am dead. 
• 
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BRIDE. 
And I dead toQJ 
They go out in each other's arms. 
The Moon appears very slowly. The stage takes on a 
strong blue light. The two violins are heard. Suddenly 
tWOlong, ear-splitting shrieks are- heard, and the music 
of the two violins is cut short. At the second shriek The 
Beggar Woman appears and stands with her back to the 
audience. She opens her cape and stands in the center of 
the stage like a great bird with immense wings. The 
Moon halts. The curtain comes down in absolute silence. 
CURTAIN 
ACT THREE 
SCENE 2 
The Final Scene 
A white dwelling with arches and thick walls. To the 
right and left, are white stairs. At the back, a great arch 
and a wall of the same color. The floor also should be 
shining white. This simple dwelling should have the mon-
umerflal feeling of a church. There should not be a single 
gray nor any shadow, not even what is necessary for 
perspective. 
Two Girls dressed in dark blue are winding a red~· 
FIRST GIRL. 
Wool, red wool, 
what would you make? 
II 
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I . ..; Leonardo and'~ Bride exit UC 
2 . !st. girl and 2d. girl sit face to face DR 
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I . 3rd. girl enter R X to DR 
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SECOND GIRL. 
Oh, jasmine for dresses, 
fine wool like glass. 
At four o'clock born, 
at ten o'clock dead. 
A thread from this wool yarn, 
a chain 'round your feet 
a knot that will tighten 
the bitter white wreath. 
LITTLE GIHL, singing. 
Were you at t~e wedding? 
FIRST GIRL. 
No. 
LITTLE GIRL. 
Well, neither was II 
What could have happened 
'midst the shoots of the vineyards? 
What could have happened 
'neath the branch of the olive? 
What really happened 
that no one came back? 
Were you at the wedding? 
SECOND GIRL. 
We told you once, no. 
LITTLE GIRL, leaving. 
Well, neither was II 
SECOND GIRL. 
Wool, red wool, 
what would you sing? 
FIRST GIRL. 
Their wounds turning waxer. 
balm-myrtle for pain. 
Asleep in the morning, 
and watching at night. 
LITTLE GIRL, in the doorway. 
And then, the thread stumbled 
oa t l6 ~~sb>-
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but mountains, blue mountains, 
are letting it pass. 
Running, running, running, 
and finally to come 
to stick in a knife blade, 
to take back the bread. 
She goes out. 
SECOND GIRL. 
Wool, red wool, 
what would you tell? 
FIRST GIRL. 
The lover is silent, 
crimson the groom, 
at the still shoreline 
I saw them laid out. 
She stops and looks at the skein. 
LITTLE GIRL, appearing in the doorway. 
Running, running, running, 
the thread runs to here. 
All covered with clay 
I feel them draw near. 
Bodies stretched stiffly 
in ivory sheets! 
The Wife and Mother-in-law of Leonardo appear. They 
are anguished. 
FIRST GIRL. Are they coming yet? 
l'Q?VFB ™-I .,v bqrgbly Wp don't knowl 
SEco_;m GIRL. What can you tell us about .the wedding? 
FIRST GIRL. Yes, tell me. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW, curtly. Nothing. 
LEONARDo's WIFE. I want to go back and find out all 
about it. 
MOTHER-IN-LAW, sternly. 
You, back to your house. 
Brave and alone in your house. 
To grow old --~ 
But behind closed doors. 
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· I. 3rd, girl exit L 
2 . 3rd. girl roll ball to sitting girls from L, then X DR a~·/' >?X • 
3. Wife and Mother -in-law enter LX L of C, sitting girls rise ~ · C 
I. v Wife and Mother-in-law exit R; beggarwoman enter DR 
2. Girls cluster together UL 
3. Beggarwoman X C 
4. Ist. girl X closer to Beg:3arwoman C 
~. 
warn Cue#I3 b 
Never again. Neither dead nor alive. 
We'll nail up our windows 
and let rains and nights 
fall on the bitter weeds. 
LEONARDO's WIFE. What could have happened? 
MOTHER-IN-LAW. 
It doesn't matter what. 
Put a veil over your face. 
Your children are yours, 
that's all. On the bed 
put a cross of ashes 
where his pillo,w was. 
They go out. 
BEGGAR WOMAN, at the door. A crust of bread, little girls. 
LITTLE GIRL. Go away! 
The Girls huddle close together. 
BEGGAR WOMAN. Why? 
LITTLE GIRL. Because you whine; go away! 
FIRST GIRL. Child! 
BEGGAR WOMAN. 
I might have asked for your eyes! A cloud 
of birds is following me. Will you have one? 
LITTLE GIRL. I want to get away from here! 
SECOND GIRL, to the Beggar Woman. Don't mind her! 
FIRST GIRL. Did you come by the road through the 
arroyo? 
BEGGAR WOMAN. I came that way! 
FIRST GIRL, timidly. ~an I ask you something? 
BEGGAR WOMAN. 
I saw them: they'll be here soon; two torrents 
still at last, among the great boulders, 
two men at the horse's feet. 
Two dead men in the night's splendor. 
With pleasure. 
Dead, yes, dead. 
FIRST GIRL. Hush, old woman, hush! 
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BEGGAR WOMAN. 
Crushed flowers for eyes, and their teeth 
two fistfuls of hard-frozen snow. 
Both of them fell, and the Bride returns 
with bloodstains on her skirt and hair. 
And they come covered with two sheets 
carried on the shoulders of two tall boys. 
That's how it was; nothing more. What was 
fitting. 
<t:r the golden flower, dirty sand. 
She goes. The Girls bow their heads and start going out I 
ready Cue#I3b 
rhytnmlcidly. 
FIRST GIRL. 
Dirty sand. 
SECOND GIRL. 
Over the golden flower. 
LITTLE GIRL. 
Over the golden flower 
they're bringing the dead from the arroyo. 
Dark the one, 
dark the other. 
What shadowy nightingale flies and weeps 
over the golden flower! 
She goes. The stage is left empty. The Mother and a 
Neighbor Woman appear. The Neighbor is weeping. Q~~u~e~#=I~3~h~·====~==2M~o~nm~iR.:HHYu~shl 
NEIGHBOR. I can't. 
MOTimR. Hush, I said. 
At !he door. 
Is there nobody here? 
She puts her hands to her forehead. 
My son ought to answer me. But now my son is an armful 
of shrivelled flowers. My son is a fading voice beyond the 
mountains now. 
With rage, to The Neighbor. 
Will you shut up? I want no wailing in this house. Your 
• 
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I . Girls X C then exit R 
2 . Mother and Neighbor enter L; Neighbor UL , Mother X R 
I. Mother X C · 
2. Neighbor and Motper kneel 
"" 3. Neighbor X to Mother then UL and kneel 
1"'1 
4. Bride enters L; Neighbor goes to intercept her 
5. Bride XC; Mother rise and takes steps toward Bride 
tears are only tears from your eyes, but when I'm alone 
mine will come-from the soles of my feet, from my roots-
burning more than blood. 
NEIGHBOR. You come to my house; don't you stay here. 
MOTHER. I want to be here. Here. In peace. They're all 
dead now: and at midnight 111 sleep, sleep without terror 
of guns or knives. Other mothers will go to their windows, 
lashed by rain, to watch for their sons' faces. But not I. 
And of my dreams I'll make a cold ivory dove that will 
carry camellias of white frost to the graveyard. But no; 
not graveyard, not graveyard: the couch of earth, the bed 
that shelters them and rocks them in the sky. 
A woman dressed in black enters, goes toward the right, 
and there kneels. To The Neighbor. 
Take your hands from your face. We have terrible days 
ahead. I want to see no one. The earth and I. My grief 
and I. And these four walls. Ay-y-yl Ay-y-yl 
She sits down, overcome. 
NEIGHBOR. Take pity on yourself! 
MOTHER, pushing back her hair. I must be calm. 
She sits down. 
Because the neighbor women will come and I don't want 
them to see me so poor. So poor! A woman without even 
one son to hold to her lips. 
The Bride appears. She is without her wreath and wears 
a black shawl. 
NEIGHBOR, with rage, seeing The Bride. Where are you 
going? 
BRIDE. I'm coming here. 
MOTHER, to The Neighbor. Who is it? 
NEIGHBOR. Don't you recognize her? 
MOTHER. That's why I asked who it was. Because I 
don't want to recognize her, so I won't sink my teeth in 
her throat. You snake! 
She moves wrathfully on The Bride, then stops. To The 
Neighbor. 
\6( 
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Look at her! There she is, and she's crying, while I stand 
here calmly and don't tear her eyes out. I don't understand 
myself. Can it be I didn't love my son? But, where's his 
good name? Where is it now? Where is it? 
She beats The Bride who drops to the floor. 
NEIGHBOR. For God's sake! 
She tries to separate them. 
BRIDE, to The Neighbor. Let her; I came here so she'd 
kill me and they'd take me away with them. 
To The Mother. 
But not with her hands; with grappling hooks, with a 
sickle-and with force-until they break on my bones. Let 
her! I want her to know I'm clean, that I may be crazy, 
but that they can bury me without a single man ever 
having seen himself in the whiteness of my breasts. 
MOTHER. Shut up, shut up; what do I care about that? 
BRIDE. Because I ran away with the other one; I ra:v. 
away! 
With anguish. 
You would have gone, too. I was a woman burning with 
desire, full of sores inside and out, and your son was a 
little bit of water from which I hoped for children, land, 
health; but the other one was a dark river, choked with 
brush, that brought near me the undertone of its rushe,~;; 
and its whispered song. And I went along with your son 
who was like a little boy of cold water-and the other sent 
against me hundreds of birds who got in my way and 
left w~!te frost on my wounds, my wounds of a poor with~ 
ered woman, of a girl caressed by fire. I didn't want to; 
remember that! I didn't want to. Your son was my destiny 
and I have not betrayed him, but the other one's arm 
dragged me along like the pull of the sea, like the head 
toss of a mule, and he would have dragged me always, 
always, always-even if I were an old woman and all you'l' 
son's sons held me by the hair! 
A Neighbor enters. 
I 
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I. Mother rips off Bride's shawl; Bride drops on knees 
2. Mother turn away from Bride 
I. Mother ()ircles Bride during speech 
2. Another neighbor enters R kneels UR; Mother X DC 
3. Bride X UR kneels by door; Wife enters R X C 
" 
ready Cue #I3c 
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MOTHER. She is not to blame; nor am II 
Sarcastically. 
Who is, then? It's a delicate, lazy, sleepless woman who 
throws away an orange blossom wreath and goes looking 
for a piece of bed warmed by another woman! 
BRIDE. Be still! Be still! Take your revenge on me; here 
I am! See how soft my throat is; it would be less work for 
you than cutting a dahlia in your garden. But never that! 
Clean, clean as a new-born little girl. And strong enough to 
prove it to you. Light the fire. Let's stick our hands in; 
you, for your son, I, for my body. You'll draw yours out 
first. 
Another Neighbor enters. 
Cue ¥I 3 C--¥OTHER. But what does . our ood name matter to me? 
What does your death matter to me? W at oes any ing 
about anything matter to me? Blessed be the wheat stalks, 
because my sons are under them; blessed be the rain, be-
cause it wets the face of the dead. Blessed be God, who 
stretches us out together to rest. 
Another Neighbor enters. 
BRIDE. Let me weep with you. 
warn Cue #I4 MOTHER. Weep. But at the door. 
The Girl enters The Bride stays at the door. The Mother 
i~ at the center of the stage. 
LEONARDo's WIFE, entering and going to the left. 
He was a beautiful horseman, 
now he's a heap of snow. 
He rode to fairs and mountains 
and women's arms. 
Now, the night's dark moss 
crowns his forehead. 
MOTHER. 
A sunflower to your mother, 
a mirror of the earth. 
Let them put on your breast 
the cross of bitter rosebay; 
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and over you a sheet 
of shining silk; 
between your quiet hands 
let water form its lament. 
WIFE. 
Ay-y-y, four gallant boys 
come with tired shoulders! 
BRIDE. 
Ay-y-y, four gallant boys 
carry death on high! 
MOTHER. 
Neighbors. 
MOTHER. 
It's the same thing. 
Always the cross, the cross. 
WOMEN. 
Sweet nails, 
cross adored, 
sweet name 
of Christ our Lord. 
Blood Wedding 
BRIDE. May the cross protect both the quick and the 
dead. 
MOTHER. 
Neighbors: with a knife, 
with a little knife, 
on their appointed day, between two and three, 
these..two men killed each other for love. 
With a knife, 
with a tiny knife 
that barely fits the hand, 
but that slides in clean 
through the astonished flesh 
and stops at the place 
where trembles, enmeshed, 
the dark root of a scream. 
I 
I. Bodies carried in L to DC; Mother kneels at bodies; Wife kneels 
R of c-
Cue #I4 
ready guitar 
warn and ready 
Cue #I4a 
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BRIDE. 
And this is a knife, 
a tiny knife 
that barely fits the hand; 
fish without scales, without river, 
so that on their appointed day, between two 
and three, 
with this knife, 
two men are left stiff, 
with their lips turning yellow. 
MOTHER. 
And it barely fits the hand 
but it slides in clean 
through the astonished flesh 
and stops there, at the place 
w.here... tr.emhles e.nm.eshed 
the dark root of a scream. 
The Neighbors, kneeling on the floor, sob. 
CURTAIN 
II 
